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Mid Devon District Council 
 

Homes Policy Development Group 
 

Tuesday, 19 January 2021 at 2.15 pm 
Remote meeting 

 
Next ordinary meeting 

Tuesday, 16 March 2021 at 2.15 pm 
 
Important - this meeting will be conducted and recorded by Zoom only. 
Please do not attend Phoenix House. The attached Protocol for Remote 
Meetings explains how this will work. 
 
To join the Zoom Meeting please use the following link: 

 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/94265971670?pwd=V2hIQjdvYUp1c3pvb3Q4UlpZamlLZz09 
 
Meeting ID: 942 6597 1670 
Passcode: 169961 
 
One tap mobile 
08002605801,,94265971670#,,,,,,0#,,169961# United Kingdom Toll-free 
08003582817,,94265971670#,,,,,,0#,,169961# United Kingdom Toll-free 
 
Dial by your location 
        0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 
        0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
        0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free  
 
Meeting ID: 942 6597 1670 
Passcode: 169961 
 

 
 

Membership 
 
Cllr R J Dolley (Chairman)  
Cllr Mrs E M Andrews  
Cllr J Cairney  
Cllr S J Clist  
Cllr D R Coren  
Cllr L J Cruwys  
Cllr Mrs C P Daw  
Cllr C J Eginton  
Cllr S J Penny  

 

Public Document Pack

http://www.middevon.gov.uk/
https://zoom.us/j/94265971670?pwd=V2hIQjdvYUp1c3pvb3Q4UlpZamlLZz09
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A G E N D A 
 
Members are reminded of the need to make declarations of interest prior to any 
discussion which may take place 
 
1   Apologies and Substitute Members   

To receive any apologies for absence and notice of appointment of 
substitutes. 
 

2   Remote meeting protocol  (Pages 5 - 10) 
The Group to note the protocol for remote meetings. 
 

3   Public Question Time   
To receive any questions relating to items on the Agenda from members 
of the public and replies thereto. 
 

4   Declaration of Interests under the Code of Conduct   
Councillors are reminded of the requirement to declare any interest, 
including the type of interest, and reason for that interest, either at this 
stage of the meeting or as soon as they become aware of that interest. 
 

5   Minutes  (Pages 11 - 18) 
Members to consider whether to approve the minutes as a correct 
record of the meeting held on 10 November 2020. 
 

6   Chairman's Announcements   
To receive any announcements that the Chairman may wish to make. 
 

7   Performance and Risk Report (00:08:00  (Pages 19 - 30) 
To receive a report from the Group Manager for Performance, 
Governance and Data Security providing Members with an update on 
performance against the Corporate Plan and local service targets for 
2020/21 as well as providing an update on the key business risks. 
 

8   Financial Monitoring (00:14:00)  (Pages 31 - 34) 
To receive an update from the Group Manager for Financial Services. 
 

9   Budget 2021/22 update (00:28:00)  (Pages 35 - 46) 
To receive a report previously considered by the Cabinet on 7 January 
2021 and to discuss any further changes that the PDG may require prior 
to the formal recommendation of the budget proposals to Cabinet and 
Council in February. 
 

10   Draft 2021/2022 Housing Revenue Account (HRA) (00:47:00)  
(Pages 47 - 56) 
To receive a report from the Deputy Chief Executive (S151) and 
Corporate Manager for Public Health, Regulation and Housing 
presenting proposals for the second draft of the Housing Revenue 
Account budget for 2021/22. 
 

http://www.middevon.gov.uk/
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11   Condition and future use of Council owned garages (01:01:00)  
(Pages 57 - 66) 
To receive a report from the Building Services Operations Manager and 
the Corporate Manager for Public Health, Regulation and Housing 
providing an update to Members on the current garage stock situation, 
with plans for modernisations and opportunities for change of 
use/redevelopment, and the adoption of a 6-year rather than the existing 
12-year planned maintenance programme. 
 

12   Grass Verges located on Housing Revenue Account Report 
(01:58:00)  (Pages 67 - 74) 
To receive a report from the Corporate Manager for Public Health, 
Regulation and Housing setting out a policy/procedure relating to a 
decision-making framework which was agreed at the meeting of the 
Grass Verges Task and Finish Group held on 11 November 2020. 
 

13   Housing Strategy update (02:16:00)  (Pages 75 - 80) 
To receive a report from the Corporate Manager for Public Health, 
Regulation and Housing providing an update to Members of the Policy 
Development Group on the development of a revised corporate Housing 
Strategy. 
 

14   Housing Homeless people during the pandemic (02:27:00)  (Pages 
81 - 88) 
To receive a report from the Housing Services Operations Manager 
providing more information about how the Housing Options Team had 
been working to resolve homelessness during the pandemic.   
 

15   Identification of items for the next meeting (02:46:00)   
Members are asked to note that the following items are already 
identified in the work programme for the next meeting: 
 

 Performance and Risk Report 

 Financial Monitoring 

 Devon Home Choice Policy Review 

 Housing Ombudsman Service Complaint Handling Code – review 
of compliance 

 Housing Service Delivery Update 

 Chairman’s Annual Report for 2020/2021 
 
Note: This item is limited to 10 minutes. There should be no discussion 
on the items raised. 
 

 
 

Stephen Walford 
Chief Executive 

Monday, 11 January 2021 
 

http://www.middevon.gov.uk/
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Covid-19 and meetings 
 
Meetings will not be held in person at Phoenix House until the Covid-19 crisis 
eases. Instead, the meetings will be held remotely via Zoom and you will be 
able to join these meetings via the internet. Please see the instructions on each 
agenda and read the Protocol on Remote Meetings before you join. 
 
If you want to ask a question or speak, email your full name to 
Committee@middevon.gov.uk by no later than 4pm on the day before  the 
meeting. This will ensure that your name is on the list to speak and will help us 
ensure that you are not missed – as you can imagine, it is easier to see and 
manage public speaking when everyone is physically present in the same room. 
Notification in this way will ensure the meeting runs as smoothly as possible. 
 
If you require any further information, please contact Sarah Lees on: 
slees@middevon.gov.uk 
 
 
 

http://www.middevon.gov.uk/
mailto:slees@middevon.gov.uk
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Mid Devon District Council - Remote Meetings Protocol  

1. Introduction

The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of 
Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales) 
Regulations permit remote attendance in Local Authority meetings. 

Remote attendance is permitted as long as certain conditions are satisfied. These 
include that the Member is able to hear and be heard by the other Members in 
attendance. Also, being able to hear and be heard by any members of the public 
entitled to attend the meeting (in line with the public participation scheme). A visual 
solution is preferred, but audio is sufficient.

This also relates to members of the public attending the meeting also being heard.
The regulations are clear that a meeting is not limited to those present in the same 
place, but includes electronic, digital or virtual locations (internet locations, web 
addresses or conference call telephone numbers).

2. Zoom

Zoom is the system the Council will be using for the time-being to host remote / 
virtual meetings. It has functionality for audio, video, and screen sharing and you 
do not need to be a member of the Council or have a Zoom account to join a Zoom 
meeting. 

3. Access to documents

Member Services will publish the agenda and reports for committee meetings on 
the Council’s website in line with usual practice. Paper copies of agendas will only 
be made available to those who have previously requested this and also the Chair 
of a virtual meeting. 

If any other Member wishes to have a paper copy, they must notify the Member 
Services before the agenda is published, so they can arrange to post directly – it 
may take longer to organise printing, so as much notice as possible is appreciated.
Printed copies will not be available for inspection at the Council’s offices and this 
requirement was removed by the Regulations.

4. Setting up the Meeting

This will be done by Member Services. They will send a meeting request via 
Outlook which will appear in Members’ Outlook calendar.  Members will receive a 
URL link to click on to join the meeting.  

5. Public Access

Members of the public will be able to use a weblink and standard internet browser.  
This will be displayed on the front of the agenda.  
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6. Joining the Meeting 

Councillors must join the meeting early (i.e. at least five minutes before the 
scheduled start time) in order to avoid disrupting or delaying the meeting.  
Councillors should remember that they may be visible and heard by others, 
including the public, during this time.  

7. Starting the Meeting

At the start of the meeting, the Member Services Officer will check all required 
attendees are present (viewing the participant list) and that there is a quorum. If 
there is no quorum, the meeting will be adjourned. This applies if, during the 
meeting, it becomes inquorate for whatever reason. 

The Chair will remind all Members, Officers and the Public that all microphones 
will be automatically muted, unless and until they are speaking. This prevents 
background noise, coughing etc. which is intrusive and disruptive during the 
meeting. The Hosting Officer will enforce this and will be able to turn off participant 
mics when they are not in use. Members would then need to turn their 
microphones back on when they wish to speak. 

8. Public Participation 

Participation by members of the public will continue in line with the Council’s 
current arrangements as far as is practicable.  However, to ensure that the meeting 
runs smoothly and that no member of the public is missed, all those who wish to 
speak must register by 4pm on the day before the meeting.  They should email 
their full name to Committee@middevon.gov.uk. If they wish to circulate their 
question in advance, that would be helpful.

At public question time, the Chair will invite the public by name to speak at the 
appropriate time. At that point, all public microphones will be enabled.  This means 
that, to avoid private conversations being overheard, no member of the public 
should speak until it is their turn and they should then refrain from speaking until 
the end of public question time, when all microphones will be muted again. In the 
normal way, the public should state their full name, the agenda item they wish to 
speak to before they proceed with their question. 

Unless they have registered, a member of the public will not be called to speak.

If a member of the public wishes to ask a question but cannot attend the meeting 
for whatever reason, there is nothing to prevent them from emailing members of 
the Committee with their question, views or concern in advance.  However, if they 
do so, it would be helpful if a copy could be sent to Committee@middevon.gov.uk 
as well.

9. Declaration of Interests

Councillors should declare their interests in the usual way.  A councillor with a 
disclosable pecuniary interest is required to the leave the room.  For remote 
meetings, this means that they will be moved to a break-out room for the duration 
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of this item and will only be invited back into the meeting when discussion on the 
relevant item has finished. 

10. The Meeting and Debate

The Council will not be using the Chat function.  

The Chair will call each member of the Committee to speak - the Chair can choose 
to do this either by calling (i) each member in turn and continuing in this way until 
no member has anything more to add, or (ii) only those members who indicate a 
wish to speak using the ‘raise hand’ function within Zoom. This choice will be left 
entirely to the Chair’s discretion depending on how they wish to manage the 
meeting and how comfortable they are using the one or the other approach.  

Members are discouraged from physically raising their hand in the video to indicate 
a wish to speak – it can be distracting and easily missed/misinterpreted.  No 
decision or outcome will be invalidated by a failure of the Chair to call a member 
to speak – the remote management of meetings is intensive and it is reasonable 
to expect that some requests will be inadvertently missed from time to time.   

When referring to reports or making specific comments, Councillors should refer 
to the report and page number, so that all Members of the Committee have a clear 
understanding of what is being discussed at all times.

11. Voting 

On a recommendation or motion being put to the vote, the Chair will go round the 
virtual room and ask each member entitled to vote to say whether they are for or 
against or whether they abstain.  The Member Services Officer will announce the 
numerical result of the vote.  

12. Meeting Etiquette Reminder 

 Mute your microphone – you will still be able to hear what is being said.
 Only speak when invited to do so by the Chair.
 Speak clearly and please state your name each time you speak 
 If you’re referring to a specific page, mention the page number.

13. Part 2 Reports and Debate

There are times when council meetings are not open to the public, when 
confidential, or “exempt” issues – as defined in Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 – are under consideration. It is important to ensure that 
there are no members of the public at remote locations able to hear or see the 
proceedings during such meetings.

Any Councillor in remote attendance must ensure that there is no other person 
present – a failure to do so could be in breach of the Council’s Code of Conduct.
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If there are members of the public and press listening to the open part of the 
meeting, then the Member Services Officer will, at the appropriate time, remove 
them to a break-out room for the duration of that item.  They can then be invited 
back in when the business returns to Part 1. 

Please turn off smart speakers such as Amazon Echo (Alexa), Google Home or 
smart music devices. These could inadvertently record phone or video 
conversations, which would not be appropriate during the consideration of 
confidential items. 

14. Interpretation of standing orders

Where the Chair is required to interpret the Council’s Constitution and procedural 
rules in light of the requirements of remote participation, they may take advice from 
the Member Services Officer or Monitoring Officer prior to making a ruling. 
However, the Chair’s decision shall be final. 

15. Disorderly Conduct by Members  

If a Member behaves in the manner as outlined in the Constitution (persistently 
ignoring or disobeying the ruling of the Chair or behaving irregularly, improperly or 
offensively or deliberately obstructs the business of the meeting), any other 
Member may move 'That the member named be not further heard' which, if 
seconded, must be put to the vote without discussion. 

If the same behaviour persists and a Motion is approved 'that the member named 
do leave the meeting', then they will be removed as a participant by the Member 
Services Officer.

16. Disturbance from Members of the Public  

If any member of the public interrupts a meeting the Chair will warn them 
accordingly. If that person continues to interrupt or disrupt proceedings the Chair 
will ask the Member Services Officer to remove them as a participant from the 
meeting.

17. After the meeting

Please ensure you leave the meeting promptly by clicking on the red phone button 
to hang up. 

18. Technical issues – meeting management

If the Chair, the Hosting Officer or the Member Services Officer identifies a problem 
with the systems from the Council’s side, the Chair should either declare a recess 
while the fault is addressed or, if the fault is minor (e.g. unable to bring up a 
presentation), it may be appropriate to move onto the next item of business in 
order to progress through the agenda. If it is not possible to address the fault and 
the meeting becomes inquorate through this fault, the meeting will be adjourned 
until such time as it can be reconvened. 
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If the meeting was due to determine an urgent matter or one which is time-limited 
and it has not been possible to continue because of technical difficulties, the Chief 
Executive, Leader and relevant Cabinet Member, in consultation with the 
Monitoring Officer, shall explore such other means of taking the decision as may 
be permitted by the Council’s constitution. 

For members of the public and press who experience problems during the course 
of a meeting e.g. through internet connectivity or otherwise, the meeting will not 
be suspended or adjourned.   

19. Technical issues – Individual Responsibility (Members and Officers)

Many members and officers live in places where broadband speeds are poor, but 
technical issues can arise at any time for a number of reasons. The following 
guidelines, if followed, should help reduce disruption. Separate guidance will be 
issued on how to manage connectivity – this paragraph focusses on the procedural 
steps.   Joining early will help identify problems – see paragraph 6.

 Join public Zoom meetings by telephone if there is a problem with the 
internet.  Before all meetings, note down or take a photograph of the front 
page of the agenda which has the necessary telephone numbers.  Annex 1 
to this protocol contains a brief step-by-step guide to what to expect

 Consider an alternative location from which to join the meeting, but staying 
safe and keeping confidential information secure.  For officers, this may 
mean considering whether to come into the office, subject to this being safe 
and practicable (childcare etc.)

 If hosting a meeting via Zoom (briefings etc.), consider creating an 
additional host when setting up the meeting.  The additional host can step 
in if the main host has problems – remember that without a host, the 
meeting cannot close and any information on the screens will remain on 
view

 Have to hand the telephone number of another member or officer expected 
in the meeting – and contact them if necessary to explain the problem in 
connecting 

 Officers should have an ‘understudy’ or deputy briefed and on standby to 
attend and present as needed (and their telephone numbers to hand)

 For informal meetings and as a last resort, members and officers may be 
able to call another member or officer in the meeting who can put the ‘phone 
on loudspeaker for all to hear – not ideal, but it ensures some degree of 
participation and continuity

 Member Services will hold a list of contact details for all senior officers
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Annex 1

Phone only access to zoom meetings 

(Before you start make sure you know the Meeting ID and the Meeting 
Password) – Both of these are available on the agenda for the meeting

Call the toll free number either on the meeting agenda or on the Outlook 
appointment (this will start with 0800 --- ----)

(Ensure your phone is on ‘speaker’ if you can)

A message will sound saying “Welcome to Zoom, enter your meeting ID followed 
by the hash button”

 Enter Meeting ID followed by #

Wait for next message which will say “If you are a participant, please press hash 
to continue”

 Press #

Wait for next message which will say “Enter Meeting Password followed by hash”

 Enter 6 digit Meeting Password followed by #

Wait for the following two messages:

“You are currently being held in a waiting room, the Host will release you from 
‘hold’ in a minute”

Wait……

“You have now entered the meeting”

Important notes for participating in meetings

Press *6 to toggle between ‘mute’ and ‘unmute’ (you should always ensure you 
are muted until you are called upon to speak)

If you wish to speak you can ‘raise your hand’ by pressing *9. Wait for the 
Chairman to call you to speak. The Host will lower your hand after you have 
spoken. Make sure you mute yourself afterwards.
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MID DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

MINUTES of a MEETING of the HOMES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP held on 
10 November 2020 at 2.15 pm

Present 
Councillors R J Dolley (Chairman)

Mrs E M Andrews, J Cairney, S J Clist, D R Coren, 
L J Cruwys, C J Eginton, S J Penny and Mrs C P Daw

Also Present
Councillors R M Deed, R Evans and B G J Warren

Present
Officers Jill May (Director of Corporate Affairs and Business 

Transformation), Simon Newcombe (Group Manager for 
Public Health and Regulatory Services), Claire Fry (Group 
Manager for Housing Services), Ian Chilver (Group 
Manager for Financial Services), Tristan Peat (Forward 
Planning Team Leader), Catherine Yandle (Group 
Manager for Performance, Governance and Data Security), 
Roderick Hewson (Principal Accountant) and Sarah Lees 
(Member Services Officer)

27 Apologies and Substitute Members 

There were no apologies for absence.

28 Protocol for remote meetings 

The protocol for remote meetings was noted.

29 Public Question Time (00:03:00) 

Nick Quinn, a local resident, asked the following questions:

Firstly, regarding  Agenda item 5, Minutes of the last meeting:

The last time you met in normal session, back in September, I asked you what you 
intended to do about the £600,000 that was being taken from the Housing Revenue 
Account to settle a ‘long running contractual dispute’. My question was not answered.

There is an error in the minutes. For the Financial Monitoring report, the minutes 
state: “With regard to the Housing Revenue Account, the predicted deficit was just 
over £1m with the vast majority of this being related to the loss of housing rental 
income”.

I have listened to the recording of the verbal statement. The Officer said “the 
previous reported deficit of £410,000 (for potential Covid-19 loss of rental income) 
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has been raised to just over £1 million. The reason for this is the £600,000 settlement 
of the contractual dispute.”

These draft minutes are incorrect. The settlement amount was the major figure, not 
the loss of housing rental income. The sentence should end: the majority of this 
being related to the settlement of a long running contractual dispute.

My question to you is: Please will you correct the minutes to reflect this?

Secondly, regarding Agenda item 10 – HRA Budget:

I should like an explanation of two of the entries in the ‘Homes PDG HRA Budget and 
MTFP Report’ – Appendix 1.

In the ‘Analysis by service’ table, there are two entries, both for the same amount:

In Income:
Code: SHO11 Capital Contributions relating to Palmerston Park for £733,519

And in Accounting entries ‘below the line’:
Code: SHO44 Capital Grant Unapplied Cr Hora for £733,519

My question to you is: Please would you explain, in ‘layman’s terms’, what these 
two entries mean?

In relation to Mr Quinn’s first point about a question regarding £600k not being 
answered at the previous meeting, the Chairman stated that he was responsible for 
this in that the matter was a ‘confidential area’.

He also indicated that the question regarding the draft minutes from the previous 
meeting would be dealt with at item 5.

Note: A response to Mr Quinn’s second question regarding the HRA Budget was 
provided by the Accountant at item 10 on the agenda.

30 Declaration of Interests under the Code of Conduct (00:07:00) 

The following interests were declared: 

 Cllr Mrs E Andrews declared a personal interest in that she is a council tenant.
 Cllr S Clist declared a personal interest in that he had received 

correspondence from members of the public regarding items on the agenda.
 Cllr Mrs C Daw declared a personal interest in that she lives in Palmerston 

Park.
 Cllr R J Dolley declared a personal interest in that Palmerston Park is in his 

Ward.
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31 Minutes (00:10:00) 

Discussion took place regarding the accuracy of the minutes in relation to an issue 
raised in Public Question Time.

It was AGREED that the minutes of the meeting held on 15 September 2020 were a 
correct record subject to the following amendments:

a) Minute 21 – last bullet point to be amended to state:

“With regard to the Housing Revenue Account, the predicted deficit was just 
over £1m. This relates to the settlement of a long standing contract dispute 
and the potential loss of housing rental income due to the pandemic”.

b) Minute 17 be amended to state that “Cllr Mrs Eileen Andrews is a council 
tenant.” 

32 Chairman's Announcements (00:19:00) 

The Chairman had no announcements to make.

33 Performance and Risk Report (00:19:10) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Group Manager for 
Performance, Governance and Data Security providing Members with an update on 
performance against the Corporate Plan and local service targets for 2020/2021 as 
well as providing an update on the key business risks.

The Group were asked to consider and comment upon the draft Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI’s) in Appendix 4. It was explained that these were listed since they 
were relevant to the new Corporate Plan. The KPI’s particularly relevant to this 
Group, being at lines 28 to 43, were highlighted.

It was further explained that the Environment Policy Development Group had 
considered the same report and appendices and had made the following 
recommendation to the Cabinet regarding KPI’s within the housing area:

 The Corporate Plan Performance Framework be approved with the exception 
of the following measures in the Homes Portfolio which should be reset to 
100%:

o KPI Item 40 – Emergency repairs
o KPI Item 41 – Urgent repairs
o KPI Item 42 – Routine repairs
o KPI Item 43 – Repairs appointments kept

The Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services explained that there 
were sound reasons as to why the targets for these particular indicators were 
currently set at 95%. Many different factors affected performance such as an ability 
to gain access to a property which was often outside of the control of the Council. He 
further explained that the regulator did not expect a performance target of 100% and 
in fact would become suspicious if it were so. However, with regard to the 
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Emergency repairs KPI, it was possible to support a move from 95% to 100% since 
this was realistically achievable.

It was therefore:

RECOMMENDED to the Cabinet that:

i. The KPI in relation to ‘Emergency repairs’ be amended from 95% to 100% but 
that the KPI’s in relation to ‘Urgent repairs’, ‘Routine repairs’ and ‘Repairs 
appointments kept’ be retained at 95%.

ii. All other KPI’s within Appendix 4 be approved.

(Proposed by Cllr C Eginton and seconded by Cllr S Penny)

Reason for the decision:

Performance indicators needed to be realistic and if performance was not monitored 
the Council might fail to meet its corporate and local service plan targets or to take 
appropriate corrective action where necessary. If key business risks were not 
identified and monitored they could not be mitigated effectively.

Note: * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes.

34 Financial Monitoring (00:31:00) 

The Group Manager for Finance provided the Group with a verbal month five 
monitoring report. This included the following key pieces of information:

 Month 5 reporting showed a forecast deficit reduction of £1,177k to £41k.
 These were uncertain times and the forecast would fluctuate from month to 

month.
 The various tranches of government funding were explained including 

additional furlough monies. This needed to be evaluated against forecast 
income losses.

 An increased deficit in relation to the Lifeline Alarm System was forecast.
 There was a small increase in the deficit on the HRA of approximately £20k 

relating to salary costs.

It was AGREED that in future a written financial monitoring report be provided with 
the agenda pack for each meeting and that any late or updated information be 
provided verbally at the meeting itself.

35 Draft 2021/2022 General Fund and Capital Budgets (00:43:00) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Deputy Chief Executive 
(S151) considering the initial draft 2021/2022 budget and the options available in 
order for the Council to set a balanced budget and agree a future strategy for further 
budget reductions for 2022/2023 onwards,

The contents of the report were outlined with the following pieces of information 
being highlighted:
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 The initial aggregation of all service budgets currently indicated a General 
Fund budget gap of just over £3m, however the Council had a statutory duty to 
set a balanced budget.

 The Medium Term Financial Plan would be presented to the Cabinet on 3 
December 2020.

 The budget for the current year had been set without consideration of the 
Covid 19 effects, however, the budget for next year would take account of this.

 The Group were referred to a detailed breakdown of the service areas that 
reported to it.

 There were budget pressures on all sides including income and government 
funding as well as a Business Rate reset.

 Central government funding for next year was expected to be announced in 
early December.

 The draft budget before the Group had been put together before the 
announcement of a second lockdown.

A brief discussion took place with regard to the difficulties involved in trying to 
forecast predicted income losses from car parking which were currently stated as 
being £58k. However, it was stated that parking had recovered far better than 
expected.

The next iteration of the draft budget would take a fresh look at all the numbers and 
would also take into consideration the effects of the second lockdown.

The Chairman thanked the Group Manager for Financial Services and his team for all 
their hard work in trying to bring the budget forward.
 
Note: * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes.

36 Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget 2021/2022 and onwards (00:54:00) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Deputy Chief Executive 
(S151) and the Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services presenting 
proposals for the first draft of the Housing Revenue Account budget for 2021/22 and 
the HRA Medium Term Financial Plan for 2021 to 2026.

The contents of the report were outlined with reference to the following:

 Currently the draft HRA budget was showing a balanced position.
 Rent policy set out by central government stated that existing rents must be 

increased annually by the previous September’s Consumer Price Index (CPI), 
plus an additional 1%. Applying this calculation would give a rent increase 
next year of 1.5%.

 The full effect of the pandemic on the HRA was unknown.

In response to the question posed during Public Question Time, the Accountant 
explained that the two equal and opposite entries of £733,519 were required by 
statute and were for presentational purposes only. The entries represented grant 
funding received from Homes England to support capital expenditure that occurred in 
2019/20. Since the entries cancelled one another out, there was no financial impact 
on the HRA itself, although it was an accounting requirement that Mid Devon show 
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these amounts as a credit in the top section of the HRA and a debit in the bottom 
section.
 
Consideration was given to the proposed freezing of garage rents and the general 
poor condition of some garages within particular Wards. It was explained by the 
Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services that the overall plan for 
garages, as part of a revised programme, would take place shortly. This would 
include consideration of factors such as current levels of rent, re-lets, voids and 
development opportunities. The matter needed to be thoroughly considered in its 
entirety and preliminary proposals would be brought back to the Group for 
consideration.
,
Note: * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes. 

37 Community Led Housing Fund Grant Policy and Project Group (01:04:00) 

The Group had before it a report * from the Group Manager for Housing and the 
Forward Planning Team Leader. The contents of the report were outlined with 
reference to background and context of the Project Group.

It was explained that the Council had received a Community-Led Housing Fund grant 
of £131,359 of which £108,360 remained unallocated. 

Discussion took place regarding:

 Possibly extending the membership of the Project Group to include the 
Chairman of the Homes Policy Development Group and one other member of 
the Group.

 The need for a Rural Housing Policy versus the mechanisms already in place 
to address this issue.

RECOMMENDED to the Cabinet that:

Section 11.1 of the Community-Led Housing Fund Guidance and Criteria (Appendix 
2), which provides the framework for the allocation of grants, is amended so that the 
Community Housing Fund Project Group membership includes:

The Cabinet Member for Housing, the Cabinet Member for Planning and Economic 
Regeneration, the Group Manager for Housing Services, the Head of Planning, 
Economy and Regeneration and the Housing Enabling and Policy Officer.

(Proposed by Cllr C Eginton and seconded by Cllr R J Dolley)

Reason for the decision:

The Homes PDG had set up the Community Housing Fund Project Group in 2018 to 
consider requests made to the Council for financial support from the Community 
Housing Fund. There is a need to amend the membership of the Community Housing 
Fund Project Group to reflect that the Council’s housing enabling role has been 
moved from the Housing Service to the Planning Service.

Note: (i) * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes.
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(ii) A proposal to add the Chairman of the Policy Development Group and 
a member of the Group to the membership list of the project Group was 
not supported.

(iii) Cllr S Clist requested that his vote against the recommendation be 
recorded.

38 Housing Policy Framework Report (01:33:00) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Group Manager for Public 
Health and Regulatory Services providing an update on plans to deliver a shared 
policy framework bringing together policies owned and operated by the Building and 
Housing Services. The new arrangements relating to policy should ensure that it is 
more closely aligned to the Regulatory Framework for Social Housing and deliver 
greater consistency in approach.

It was explained that the Building and Housing Services had developed a large 
number of policies which had been adopted by the Council. Many of these now 
needed updating in order to bring them into line with new legislation and/or regulatory 
requirements. A significant programme of service improvement was being 
commenced to bring those services responsible for improvement and maintenance of 
the Council housing stock more closely together. It was proposed to create ‘One 
Housing’ service. A shared policy framework was an important strand of that 
improvement work because it would deliver consistency across the services 
accounted for within the HRA.

Note: * Report previously circulated, copy attached to the signed minutes. 

39 Housing Service Delivery Report (01:40:00) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Group Manager for 
Housing Services and the Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services 
providing an update on enforcement and other activity undertaken by officers in the 
Housing Service.

The contents of the report were outlined with particular reference to the following:

 The service was currently reaching out to all its tenants to check they were 
okay during the pandemic. The most elderly were being contacted first and 
Leisure Service staff were providing support to the Housing Service with this 
process. 

 An increase in work due to anti-social behaviour.
 A pause in pursuing evictions at the current time.
 Income recovery had been less affected than expected as a result of the 

pandemic.
 There had been more safeguarding referrals.
 Housing staff were receiving very positive feedback for the support and 

understanding they were showing tenants.

The Group AGREED that they were happy with the current format of this regular 
update.
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Note: * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes.

40 Housing Tenant Census Report (01:50:00) 

The Group had before it, and NOTED, a report * from the Group Manager for 
Housing Services and the Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services 
providing feedback from the tenant census which was recently undertaken in line with 
the specific expectations of the regulatory framework. The results of the survey will 
inform the direction of travel with regard to the future review of the strategy and policy 
relating to tenant involvement and also proposals relating to internal changes to the 
structure of the landlord service.

Further information within the report was summarised with particular reference to:

 There had been a response rate of 42%, meaning that 1276 responses had 
been received out of a possible 3000 tenants.

 Those responding to the survey had been asked a number of questions 
relating to diversity which could provide some useful feedback.

 Analysis of the data supplied was being undertaken. 9% had responded by 
email and it had been noted that the majority of those who had had been 
younger tenants..

 Repairs and maintenance continued to be viewed as the most important 
service.

Members of the Group had received very positive feedback from constituents about 
the work and support of housing officers. Comments had been made that tenants 
were being listened to. The Group wished for their thanks and congratulations to be 
passed back to staff within the service. The Group Manager for Housing Services 
said that she would do this and that she was very proud of her staff. 

Note: * Report previously circulated; copy attached to the signed minutes.

41 Identification of items for the next meeting (02:04:00) 

In addition to the items already identified in the work programme the following was 
requested to be on the agenda for the next (or a future) meeting:

 Condition and future use of Council owned garages
 Rural Housing Development Policy
 Access to housing for homeless people

(The meeting ended at 4.26 pm) CHAIRMAN
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HOMES PDG       
19 JANUARY 2021              

PERFORMANCE AND RISK REPORT 

Cabinet Member Cllr Bob Evans, Cabinet Member for Housing
Responsible Officer Catherine Yandle, Group Manager for Performance, 

Governance and Data Security

Reason for Report:  To provide Members with an update on performance against 
the corporate plan and local service targets for 2020/21 as well as providing an 
update on the key business risks.

RECOMMENDATION(S): That the PDG reviews the Performance Indicators and 
Risks that are outlined in this report and feeds back any areas of concern to the 
Cabinet.

Relationship to Corporate Plan: Corporate Plan priorities and targets are effectively 
maintained through the use of appropriate performance indicators and regular 
monitoring.

Financial Implications:  None identified

Legal Implications: None  

Risk Assessment:  If performance is not monitored we may fail to meet our 
corporate and local service plan targets or to take appropriate corrective action where 
necessary.  If key business risks are not identified and monitored they cannot be 
mitigated effectively.

Equality Impact Assessment: No equality issues identified for this report.

Impact on Climate Change: No impacts identified for this report.

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Appendix 1 provides Members with details of performance against the 
Corporate Plan and local service targets for the 2020-21 financial year.
  

1.2 Appendix 2 shows the section of the Corporate Risk Register which relates to 
the Economy Portfolio. See 3.0 below.

1.3 Appendix 3 shows the profile of all risks for Homes at present.

1.4 All appendices are produced from the corporate Service Performance And 
Risk management system (SPAR).
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2.0 Performance Appendix 1

2.1 Regarding the Corporate Plan Aim: Deliver Housing: The targets for annual 
housing completions of most types have been updated to reflect the Local Plan 
targets.

2.2 Regarding the Corporate Plan Aim: Private Sector Housing: Bringing 
Empty homes into use is well above target. 

2.3 Regarding the Corporate Plan Aim: Council Housing: all measures are either 
at or just below target. In terms of gas servicing compliance this has been 
affected by Covid 29 and we currently have 19 properties with expired LGSRs. 
First time access continues to be difficult; less than 50%.

2.4 Regarding the Corporate Plan Aim: Support and grow active tenancy 
engagement: The tenant census has had a good response. Work has 
commenced on analysing the results.

3.0 Risk 

3.1 Risk reports to committees include strategic risks with a current score of 10 or 
more in accordance with the Risk and Opportunity Management Strategy. 
(See Appendix 2)

3.2 Operational risk assessments are job specific and flow through to safe 
systems of work. These risks go to the Health and Safety Committee 
biannually with escalation to committees where serious concerns are raised.

3.3 The Corporate risk register is regularly reviewed by Group Managers and 
Leadership Team (LT) and updated as required.

4.0 Conclusion and Recommendation

4.1 That the PDG reviews the performance indicators and risks for 2020-21 that 
are outlined in this report and feeds back any areas of concern to the Cabinet.

Contact for more Information: Catherine Yandle, Group Manager for Performance, 
Governance and Data Security ext 4975

Circulation of the Report: Leadership Team and Cabinet Member
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Corporate Plan PI Report Homes

Monthly report for 2020-2021
Arranged by Aims

Filtered by Aim: Priorities Homes
For MDDC - Services

Key to Performance Status:

Performance Indicators: No Data
Well below 

target
Below target On target Above target

Well above 
target

* indicates that an entity is linked to the Aim by its parent Service 

Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net Print Date: 08 January 2021 15:39

Net additional homes 
provided

n/a n/a 393 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Jenny 
Clifford, 
Simon 
Newcombe

Self Build Plots n/a n/a 5 n/a n/a 1 n/a n/a 1 n/a n/a 2 n/a n/a Jenny 
Clifford

Gypsy & Traveller 
Pitches

n/a n/a 2 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a Jenny 
Clifford

Number of affordable 
homes delivered 
(gross)

133 94 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Jenny 
Clifford

Build Council 
Houses

26 (9/12) 26 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a 0 n/a n/a Andrew 
Busby, 

Performance Indicators
Title Prev 

Year 
(Period)

Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr 
Act

May 
Act

Jun 
Act

Jul 
Act

Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct 
Act

Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer Notes

Aims: Deliver Housing

Priorities: Homes

Corporate Plan PI Report Homes

Page 1 of 4SPAR.net - Corporate Plan PI Report Homes

08/01/2021http://mddcweb5n/sparnet/default.aspx?id=5250&type=30&nogif=0
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Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net Print Date: 08 January 2021 15:39

Simon 
Newcombe

Number of 
Homelessness 
Approaches

n/a n/a 721 for 
2019/20

n/a n/a 125 n/a n/a 289 n/a n/a 433 n/a n/a Simon 
Newcombe

Performance Indicators
Title Prev 

Year 
(Period)

Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr 
Act

May 
Act

Jun 
Act

Jul 
Act

Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct 
Act

Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer Notes

Aims: Deliver Housing

Community Land 
Trusts Assisted

n/a n/a 2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 n/a n/a 2 n/a n/a Jenny 
Clifford

(Quarter 3) Initial advice provided to 
Wessex Group for the Sampford Peverell 
Community Land Trust (TP)

Performance Indicators
Title Prev 

Year 
(Period)

Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr 
Act

May 
Act

Jun 
Act

Jul 
Act

Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct 
Act

Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer Notes

Aims: Community Land Trusts 

Deliver homes by 
bringing Empty 
Houses into use

97 (8/12) 138 72 1 9 26 31 34 44 59 60 Simon 
Newcombe

Houses in Multiple 
Occupation (HMOs) 
investigations

n/a n/a 100% 100% 100% Simon 
Newcombe

(September) Covid meant inspections 
did not recommence until July. 
Therefore no data for April - June. 

Performance Indicators
Title Prev 

Year 
(Period)

Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr 
Act

May 
Act

Jun 
Act

Jul 
Act

Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct 
Act

Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer Notes

Aims: Private Sector Housing

Priorities: Homes

Corporate Plan PI Report Homes

Page 2 of 4SPAR.net - Corporate Plan PI Report Homes
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Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net Print Date: 08 January 2021 15:39

However have caught back with 
backlog by end of September so 
currently 100% for year to date (SN)

Landlord 
engagement and 
Support

n/a n/a 9 n/a n/a 4 n/a n/a 7 n/a n/a n/a n/a Simon 
Newcombe

(Quarter 2) x2 pinpoint
x1 C-19 HMO specific communication 
(multi-language) (SN)

Performance Indicators
Title Prev 

Year 
(Period)

Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr 
Act

May 
Act

Jun 
Act

Jul 
Act

Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct 
Act

Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer Notes

Aims: Private Sector Housing

% 
Complaints 
Responded 
to On Time

100.0% (9/12) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Simon 
Newcombe

Tenant 
Census

n/a n/a 34% n/a n/a 34% n/a n/a 34% n/a n/a 34% n/a n/a Simon 
Newcombe

% 
Emergency 
Repairs 
Completed 
on Time

100.0% (8/12) 100.0% 95.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Simon 
Newcombe

% Urgent 
Repairs 
Completed 
on Time

99.3% (8/12) 100.0% 95.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Simon 
Newcombe

Performance Indicators
Title Prev Year 

(Period)
Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr Act May 
Act

Jun Act Jul Act Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct Act Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer 
Notes

Aims: Council Housing

Priorities: Homes

Corporate Plan PI Report Homes
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Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net Print Date: 08 January 2021 15:39

% Routine 
Repairs 
Completed 
on Time

100.0% (8/12) 99.3% 95.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 98.4% 99.8% 100.0% 100.0% Simon 
Newcombe

% Repair 
Jobs Where 
an 
Appointment 
Was Kept

99.8% (8/12) 98.9% 95.0% 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 100.0% 99.0% 99.7% 100.0% 100.0% Simon 
Newcombe

% Properties 
With a Valid 
Gas Safety 
Certificate

99.87% (8/12) 99.82% 100.0% 99.6% 99.4% 98.9% 98.9% 99.2% 99.4% 99.5% 99.5% Simon 
Newcombe

Performance Indicators
Title Prev Year 

(Period)
Prev 
Year 
End

Annual 
Target

Apr Act May 
Act

Jun Act Jul Act Aug 
Act

Sep 
Act

Oct Act Nov 
Act

Dec 
Act

Jan 
Act

Feb 
Act

Mar 
Act

Group 
Manager

Officer 
Notes

Aims: Council Housing
Priorities: Homes

Corporate Plan PI Report Homes
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Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

Report for 2020-2021
For Homes - Cllr Bob Evans Portfolio

Filtered by Flag:Include: * Corporate Risk Register
For MDDC - Services

Not Including Risk Child Projects records, Including Mitigating Action records

Key to Performance Status:

Mitigating Action: 
Milestone 

Missed
Behind 

schedule
In progress

Completed 
and 

evaluated

No Data 
available

Risks: No Data (0+) High (15+) Medium (6+) Low (1+)

Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net
Print Date: 30 December 2020 

14:49

Risk: Homelessness Insufficient resources to support an increased homeless population could 
result in failure to meet statutory duty to provide advice and assistance to anyone who is homeless.

Service: Housing Services   

In 
progress

Multi-skilled 
Staff  

Due to an 
increase in 
homelessness 
approaches 
more applicants 
with complex 
needs are 
coming through 
the system that 
require far 
greater staff 
attention than 
normal. In order 
to mitigate this, 
staff are 
expanding their 
training around 
mental health, 
drug and 
alcohol 
awareness, and 
safeguarding, in 
order to create a 
more multi-
skilled and 
adaptable 
workforce. This 
may require a 
greater 

Claire Fry 21/12/2020 30/12/2020 Positive(2) 

Mitigating Action records

Mitigation 
Status

Mitigating 
Action

Info Responsible 
Person

Date 
Identified

Last 
Review 
Date

Current 
Effectiveness 
of Actions

Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

Page 1 of 3SPAR.net - Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

30/12/2020http://mddcweb5n/sparnet/default.aspx?id=5197&type=30&nogif=0
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Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net
Print Date: 30 December 2020 

14:49

allocation of 
resources as 
homelessness 
increases.  

Completed 
and 
evaluated

RSI funding   The number of 
homeless 
approaches and 
the number of 
rough sleepers 
in the District 
are both likely to 
increase as a 
result of the 
economic 
instability and 
the current 
outbreak of 
Covid19. Our 
success in 
obtaining up to 
£6,400 in RSI 
funding to 
deliver services 
during the cold 
weather means 
that we can 
adapt to this 
increased 
caseload and 
better carry out 
early 
intervention and 
prevention 
options to aid 
rough sleepers 
and prevent 
returning to the 
streets.   

Claire Fry 21/12/2020 30/12/2020 Fully 
effective(1) 

Completed 
and 
evaluated

Staff Support  Officers are 
trained and 
knowledgeable 
and the 
structure of 
Housing 
Options team 
reviewed to 
build 
resilience.  

Claire Fry 22/06/2017 30/12/2020 Fully 
effective(1) 

In 
progress

Temporary 
Accommodation  

With the rise in 
homelessness 
applicants, the 

Claire Fry 21/12/2020 30/12/2020 Positive(2) 

Mitigating Action records

Mitigation 
Status

Mitigating 
Action

Info Responsible 
Person

Date 
Identified

Last 
Review 
Date

Current 
Effectiveness 
of Actions

Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

Page 2 of 3SPAR.net - Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

30/12/2020http://mddcweb5n/sparnet/default.aspx?id=5197&type=30&nogif=0
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Printed by: Catherine Yandle SPAR.net
Print Date: 30 December 2020 

14:49

overall cost of 
homelessness 
provisions will 
increase and 
therefore there 
is a need to 
make use of 
existing stock as 
temporary 
accommodation, 
as opposed to 
more costly 
alternatives 
such as bed and 
breakfast.   

Mitigating Action records

Mitigation 
Status

Mitigating 
Action

Info Responsible 
Person

Date 
Identified

Last 
Review 
Date

Current 
Effectiveness 
of Actions

Current Status: High (16) Current Risk Severity: 4 -
High  

Current Risk Likelihood: 4 - High  

Service Manager: Claire Fry 
Review Note: The score for this risk remains the same, as a result of the pandemic there is a need 
to safe-guard rough sleepers as much as possible. The economic impact of the pandemic is likely to 
result in increased approaches from people who may be homeless or at risk of becoming homeless. 
In addition, there could be a reduction in the number of homes available in the private rented sector. 

Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

Page 3 of 3SPAR.net - Homes PDG Risk Management Report - Appendix 2

30/12/2020http://mddcweb5n/sparnet/default.aspx?id=5197&type=30&nogif=0
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Risk Matrix Homes Appendix 3
Report 

For Homes - Cllr Bob Evans Portfolio
Current settings

Printed by: Catherine 
Yandle

SPAR.net
Print Date: 30 December 

2020 14:52

R
isk L

ikelih
o

o
d

5 - Very 
High

No Risks No Risks No Risks No Risks No Risks

4 - High No Risks No Risks No Risks 1 Risk No Risks

3 -
Medium

No Risks No Risks No Risks 1 Risk 1 Risk

2 - Low No Risks 1 Risk 3 Risks 4 Risks 1 Risk

1 - Very 
Low

No Risks 1 Risk 1 Risk No Risks No Risks

1 - Very 
Low

2 - Low 3 - Medium 4 - High 5 - Very 
High

Risk Severity

Page 1 of 1SPAR.net - Risk Matrix Homes Appendix 3

30/12/2020http://mddcweb5n/sparnet/default.aspx?id=5213&type=30&nogif=0
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Mid Devon District Council 
Financial Monitoring Verbal Update 
2020/21 Nov / Month 8 
 

1. General Fund 
 

 Month 7 – Oct 20 Month 8 – Nov 20 Movement 
 £k £k £k 

Forecast (Surplus) / 
Deficit 22 (109) (131) 

 
Month 8 reporting shows a forecast improvement of £131k and now indicates a surplus of (£109k). 
 
It can be expected in these uncertain times, that the forecast will fluctuate pursuant to the 
constantly changing impacts of Covid 19. 
 
November saw a second period of lockdown which, from a financial perspective, stalled the recovery 
in service activity and hence income. However, this was announced prior to publication of quarter 3 
results allowing us to amend accordingly at that time.  
 
The income compensation scheme is now active and the first payment of £530k relating to return 
period April to July has been received. The second return (August to November) has been 
accelerated and submission is currently in progress. The scheme income included in this forecast has 
been mitigated slightly to £1.4m to allow for possible alternative interpretations of the guidelines. 
 
A further £53k has been received in furlough monies for November (ytd total – £387k). 
 
The table below shows how the monthly movement breaks down between budget lines. To be 
concise, the table excludes any forecast budget lines where the variance has not moved month to 
month. For each service line it extracts the variance value which is funded from ear marked reserves 
as this will not contribute to the overall movement. 
 

General Fund Summary 
£K 

 
 

Full Year Variance 
 
 

M7 Bridge M8 

  EMR Other Total   

        
Cllr Bob Deed       
Corporate Management (39)   50  50  11  

        
Cllr Colin Slade       

Waste Services 76    31  31  107  

        
Cllr Dennis Knowles       
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Environmental Services incl. 
Licensing 3  (23)   (23) (21) 

IT Services 28   49  49  78  

Open Spaces 0  12    12  12  

Recreation And Sport 1,665    (90) (90) 1,575  

        
Cllr Andrew Moore       
Finance And Performance 73   10  10  83  

Revenues And Benefits (136)   (82) (82) (218) 

Car Parks 476    (34) (34) 442  
        
Cllr Bob Evans       

General Fund Housing (14)   3  3  (11) 

Property Services 31    24  24  54  
        
Cllr Richard Chesterton       
Community Development: Markets 38   (5) (5) 34  

Planning And Regeneration 183  15  9  24  208  

        
Cllr Mrs Nikki Woollatt       
Customer Services (12) (19) (5) (24) (36) 

Legal & Democratic Services (11)   (2) (2) (13) 
All General Fund Services 2,302  (16) (42) (58) 2,244  
        

Interest Payable on Other Activities (330)   (10) (10) (340) 

Interest Receivable on Investments (163)   (4) (4) (167) 
Transfers into/(from) Earmarked 
Reserves 369  16   16  385  
Total Budgeted Expenditure 2,013  0  (56) (56) 1,957  
        
Business Rates Deficit (20-21) 343   30  30  374  
Business Rates Benefit from 
Devon Pool (5)   (68) (68) (73) 
Council Tax Deficit (20-21) 237    (38) (38) 199  
Total Budgeted Funding (1,991) 0  (75) (75) (2,066) 
        
Forecast in year (Surplus) / 
Deficit 

22  0  (132) (131) (109) 

        
General Fund Reserve 31/03/20 (2,251)    (2,251) 
        
Forecast General Fund 
Balance  31/03/2021 

(2,228)       (2,360) 

 
Therefore the main items not funded by EMRs and which contribute to the month on month deficit 
movement are as follows: 
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 Corporate Management – 3RDL related fees - £50k 
 

 Waste Services - £31k: 
o Improved waste income expectations less increased cost of trade waste disposal 

charges – (£3k) 
o Staff costs largely arising from a review of agency cost expectations due to 

additional rounds and backfilling staff due to Covid 19 - £36k 
o Fuel savings – (£2k) 

 
 IT - £49k: 

o Staff costs - £29k 
o Technical support agreement extended due to vacancies - £20k 

 
 Recreation & Sport – (£90k): 

o Net vacancy management savings – (£7k) 
o Further Covid 19 income losses adjustment  - (£28k) 
o Furlough monies (Sep to Nov) – (£55k) 

 
 Finance – Corporate Manager for Finance recruitment costs - £10k 

 
 Revenues & Benefits – (£82k): 

o New Burdens grants from DWP in respect of Housing Benefits initiatives delivered 
within existing resource – (£6k) 

o NNDR further New Burdens Grant for Grant administration received with Tier 2 
Grant award – (£76k) 

 
 Car Parks - Adjustment to P&D income losses arising from Covid 19 – (£34k) 

 
 General Fund Housing - Piper life line reduced income and increased costs due to Covid - £3k 

 
 Property Services – salary costs  – £24k 

 
 Community Development (Market) – minor adjustments to salary, supplier costs and income 

– (£5k) 
 

 Planning and Regeneration - £9k: 
o Development Management - supplies & services overspend on defending appeals, 

consultancy and advertising fees - £15k 
o Development Management – mileage savings - (£7k) 
o Development Management - net savings from delay in recruiting vacant roles – (£4k) 
o Development Management – amendment to Covid 19 income losses (reduction in 

developer applications with the larger fee) – £11k 
o Forward Planning – adjustment to salary savings – (£5k) 

 
 Customer Services – net salary savings including furlough monies – (£5k) 
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 Legal & Democratic Services - Member Services - Reduction in Member mileage claims – 
(£2k) 

 
 Interest payable – Reduced cost of borrowing – (£10k) 

 
 Interest Receivable on Investments – Temp investment income – (£4k) 

 
 Business Rates Deficit (20-21) – Amendment - £30k 

 
 Devon Business Rates Pool – Amendment (£68k) 

 
 Council Tax Deficit (20-21) – Amendment – (£38k) 

 
2. HRA 

 
 Month 7 – Oct 20 Month 8 – Nov 20 Movement 
 £k £k £k 

Forecast (Surplus) / 
Deficit 358 324 34 

 
Month 8 reporting shows a forecast reduction in the deficit by £34k to £324k. 
 
The reasons for this movement is as follows: 
 

 Rental income reduction due to void levels increasing during the pandemic amendment – 
(£7k) 
 

 Garage tenancy new lets haven't been occurring during Covid 19 - £4k 
 

 Improved investment income expectations – (£31k) 
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CABINET
07 JANUARY 2021

BUDGET 2021/22 - UPDATE

Cabinet Member Cllr Andrew Moore, Cabinet Member for Finance
Responsible Officer Andrew Jarrett, Deputy Chief Executive (S151)

Reason for the report: To review the revised draft budget changes identified and 
discuss any further changes required in order for the Council to move towards a 
balanced budget for 2021/22. 

RECOMMENDATION:  To consider the updated budget proposals for 2021/22 
included in Appendix 1 and the Capital Programme included in Appendix 3 and 
agree to circulate to the Policy Development Groups for further input prior to the 
formal recommendation back to Cabinet and Council.

Reason for the recommendation: The Local Government Finance Act 1992 places 
a legal requirement on the Council to approve a balanced budget. The first draft of the 
General Fund budget for 2021/22 indicated a deficit of £3.012m. This latest version 
proposes measures to reduce this deficit to £490k and considers other measures to 
achieve the statutorily required neutrality. 

Relationship to the Corporate Plan: To deliver our Corporate Plan’s priorities within 
existing financial resources.

Financial Implications: The current budget for the General Fund shows a deficit of 
£490k. In addition we are predicting a funding deficit of c£2m on our General Fund in 
2022/23.This highlights the need to take steps to plan for further reductions to our 
ongoing expenditure levels.

Legal Implications: None directly arising from this report, although, as above, there 
is a legal obligation to balance the budget.  There are legal implications arising from 
any future consequential decisions to change service provision, but these would be 
assessed at the time.

Risk Assessment:  In order to comply with the requirement to set a balanced budget, 
management must ensure that the proposed savings are robust and achievable. We 
must also ensure that the assumptions we have used are realistic and prudent. Failure 
to set a robust deliverable budget puts the Council at risk of not being able to meet its 
commitments and casts doubt on its “going concern” and VFM status.

Equality Impact Assessment: There are no Equalities Impact implications relating to 
the content of this report.

Climate Change Assessment: The allocation of resources will impact upon the 
Council’s ability to implement/fund new activities linked to climate change. 
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 On 19 October the first draft of the 2021/22 General Fund budget was presented 
to Cabinet. It indicated a looming deficit of £3.012m; a position arising 
significantly due to income losses as service activity has reduced due to the 
pandemic. Other factors were rising operational costs including an estimated 
inflation factor; cyclical essential maintenance costs relating to our property 
assets and reduced utilisation of ear marked reserves (EMRs) (NHB, NNDR 
smoothing reserve and the property maintenance reserve).

1.2 Apart from some small gains in Waste Services income relating to garden waste 
and the Shared Savings Agreement (SSA) with Devon County, the main area 
offering mitigation of these losses were Treasury ie interest receivable and 
interest payable. A capital accounting review also enabled us to recognise a 
reduced MRP provision.

1.3 It is worth reiterating that the 2020/21 budget, completed as it was around this 
time last year, does not imagine any of the impacts of Covid 19. In comparing 
the 2020/21 budget with the (draft) budget for 2021/22 we are comparing a pre- 
Covid budget with a Covid recovery budget. That is, this budget draft assumes 
that income streams will continue their current recovery trajectories into next 
year. Time will tell, how reasonable this proves to be. Covid 19 is nothing if not 
persistent. Whilst news of a vaccine is heartening, the discovery of new strains 
and announcement of tighter controls over Christmas advise caution in our 
expectations. Serious deterioration from the current situation would impact the 
achievability of this budget.

1.4 The “Provisional local government finance settlement: England, 2021 to 2022” 
has just been published (17 December) giving further funding information for 
next year. The government have indicated that core spending power will rise by 
an average of 4.5% on the assumption that Councils raise their council tax by 
the maximum permitted without a referendum. This includes social care 
authorities who may raise council tax by up to 5%, and so the benefit to district 
councils is demonstrably lower. After accounting for inflation and cost pressures 
arising from Covid 19 the true uplift to us will be marginal. 

1.5 The Chancellor has, however, recognised that Council services have been and 
continue to be undeniably critical in the fight against COVID-19 with further 
funding to manage the budgetary impacts of the pandemic. The Government’s 
commitment to work with local government on the lasting impact of this crisis is 
to be welcomed. It will be vital that the Government guarantees the financial 
challenge facing councils as a result of COVID-19 will be met in full, including 
funding for cost pressures and full compensation for lost income and local tax 
losses.

2.0 2021/22 General Fund Budget – Revised Position

2.1 The draft budget gap has been fallen from £3.012m in round 1 to £490k – a 
reduction of £2.52m. How this has been achieved is explained below. The 
Funding Settlement details have allowed us to reflect any changes arising and 
present more robust numbers in some important areas.
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2.2 This movement is summarised in Table 1 below:

Table 1 – 2021/22 Draft Budget Gap Reduction – Round 2

Movements Notes Amount 
(£k)

21/22 Budget Shortfall (Cabinet Report 29/10/20)  3,012
Further Net Cost Pressures identified 6 128

Net write back of annual salary increment further to the funding review  (207)

Pay award provision (LA award not set centrally)  50

Vacancy management factor  (150)

Property Maintenance specific projects review (see para 4.4)  (246)

3 weekly waste savings (Oct-Mar)  (75)

Leisure centre dual use recharge  (20)

Revised HRA Recharges  9

Treasury Update 4 (105)

Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) reduction  (136)
EMR Amendments 6  
 NNDR Smoothing Reserve (450)
 EMR Surrender Review (224)
 Property Maintenance Annual Provision Forfeit (182)
 New Homes Bonus 3 124
 NNDR - 21/22 deficit 1 400

Council Tax Forecast Adjustment 2 (76)

Income Protection Scheme (Apr-Jun) 1/5 (220)

Collection Fund Protection Scheme 1 (350)
Funding Settlement 17/12/20   
Lower  Tier Services Grant (179)
NHB (increase from £777k to £959k = £182k - see note) 3 (182)
Rural Services Delivery Grant increment (23)
Covid 19 Non Ring-fenced Grant  (408)

Draft Budget Gap for 2021/22 (Cabinet  490

Table Notes:

1

These lines are particularly subject to a financial health warning. They are the best estimates of the 
s151 officer based on the advice received from central government at the current time. Any adverse 
movement in these numbers will require support from general fund reserves in order to balance this 
budget.

2

The total budgeted Council share of Council Tax Net Collectable Debt is included in this budget at 
£6,114,620. This based on a collection rate of 96%. The increment of £76k in this round of the budget 
draft represents an increase in the collection rate from 95% to 96%. In non Covid times the collection 
rate would be expected to be 98%. If a collection rate of 98% were applied to this draft, the Net 
Collectable Debt would rise by £127,400 to £6,242,020.

The Funding Settlement has also confirmed that Councils may increase Council Tax by 1.99% or £5. 
The benefit arising to MDDC from this increment is £24k. Subject to Council approval, round 1 of the 
budget already included an increment of £5 (Band D increases to £213.84), so no further amendment 
is required.
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3
The Funding Settlement announced an increase to NHB funding and an extension to the scheme for 
another year. MDDC will therefore receive an additional £182k in 2021/22. New Homes Bonus has 
the benefit of being available for revenue or capital expenditure and so on receipt are moved to 
reserves to be drawn down upon in due course according to requirement. 

4 This reflects a reduction in interest payable partly offset by an decrease in interest receivable further 
to an update of spending plans and recognition of falling interest rates.

5
The Funding Settlement also announced an extension to the Income Protection Scheme (IPS) for 3 
months. The 2020/21 year scheme compensates for 75% of calculated losses. Details of the extended 
scheme will be published in June 2021.

6 "Further Net Cost Pressures Identified" includes net reduction in EMR utilisation of £58k.

3.0 Funding Settlement Impacts

3.1 It was confirmed that Councils could raise Council Tax by 1.99% or £5 
whichever is higher. As the £5 allowance was already included in budget draft 
round 1, this confirms that treatment. The additional funding accruing to MDDC 
from this dispensation is £24k.

3.2 A new Lower Tier Services Grant has been introduced - £111m of which MDDC 
share is £179k.This partly in response to the current circumstances and there is 
no guarantee that it will be ongoing.

3.3 New Homes Bonus grant has been revisited with a total allocation in England of 
£196m. MDDC will receive an additional £182k in 2021/22 ie total £959k. This 
scheme had previously been scheduled to end in 2023/24. However, the 
Government has now set out an intention to hold a consultation on the future of 
the New Homes Bonus, with a view to implementing reform in 2022/23. 

3.4 The Rural Services Delivery Grant will be £85 million in 2021/22. This is an 
increase of £4 million compared to 2020/21. The Government is minded to retain 
the current method of distributing the grant ie the bottom line to MDDC is an 
additional £23k over round 1 (which was set up par with 2020/21).

3.5 Government has released a series of tranches of non-ring fenced Covid 19 
grants to allow Councils to counter the impacts of the pandemic. The first was 
released in March 2020 and the total to date is £1.2m. A further tranche of £1.55 
billion has been announced to meet expenditure pressures in 2021/22, 
distributed using the “COVID-19 Relative Needs Formula.” Hence, this Council’s 
share will be £408k. 

3.6 The Government has proposed a continuation of the Sales, Fees, and Charges 
compensation scheme for the first three months of 2021/22 and to use a quarter 
of each council’s 2020/21 budgeted income as the baseline from which to 
assess losses. Using this basis a prudent estimate of £220k receivable has 
been included in this round. 

3.7 The Income Compensation Scheme for 2020/21 is now live. The first return has 
been submitted and £530k received in response. The second return was due 
on 23 December with £740k under claim. Prudent interpretation of the 
guidelines which accompany this scheme indicate that MDDC will receive 
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c£1.6m. However this will not be confirmed until the final reconciliation which 
was scheduled for May 2021. 

3.8 The Funding Settlement also shared details of how losses in scope of the 
guarantee to compensate for 75 per cent compensation of irrecoverable 
2020/21 business rates and council tax losses will be measured. Whilst there is 
no explicit mention of this scheme applying to 2021/22, it is conceivable that 
support will be forthcoming to alleviate pressures arising here.

4.0 Other Impacts

4.1 Recent confirmation that the public sector pay rise for next year would be limited 
to a £250 increment for those earning less than £25k gives a strong indication 
how the Local Authority settlement will be made. As such the 2% provision made 
in round 1 has been reversed (whilst providing for the £250 uplift where 
applicable) reducing the gap by £207k. However, in recognition that Local 
Authority rises are settled independently of the public sector generally, provision 
is made for a reduced settlement.

4.2 A £150k provision is also made to accommodate a vacancy management factor. 
Indeed, services often hold open vacancies whilst they evaluate their ongoing 
requirement and of course, the recruitment process has its own lead time. In 
many ways therefore, this is simply formal recognition of current practice.

4.3 In round 1 the net collectable debt for Council Tax was based on a collection 
rate of 95%. Recent collection performance suggests this is slightly pessimistic. 
Hence this rate has been raised to 96% resulting in an additional £76k funding 
to MDDC. NNDR numbers remain subject to revision when the NNDR1 form is 
completed in January. This will then be available for the final draft of this budget.

4.4 The Council has a 30 year cyclical programme of essential property 
maintenance. This contributed £830k of cost to the round 1 draft. After close 
scrutiny, it is felt that elements of this programme can be delayed until future 
years. This has benefited the gap by £246k although there are caveats due to 
the safety implications. As this expenditure will still need to be incurred, it is not 
an overall saving and will not be a benefit during the period of the MTFP. 

4.5 Transition to 3 weekly waste collection is estimated to save this Authority £150k 
per year along with environmental benefits – not least increased recycling. 
MDDC are initiating a 3 month trial in June which, if it is subsequently rolled out, 
would save c£75k next year.

4.6 Further MRP savings of £136k are recognised further to a review of finance 
leases, with part of the benefit relating to the delay in the implementation of 
International Financial Reporting Standard 16 – Lease Accounting (IFRS 16).

4.7 Falling interest rates and an update of the Council’s borrowing requirement, 
particularly in the light of 3 Rivers’ aspirant activity have reduced net cost by 
£105k.

4.8 Further cost pressures of £128k include confirmation of the terms of the Climate 
and Sustainability Specialist role and a rework of expected Covid 19 income 
losses due to the impacts of the November lockdown on their recovery, along 
with numerous smaller budgetary refinements. 
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4.9 A review early this year of EMRs held, highlighted some small areas where they 
were not required and so available for release. Recognising these now has 
funded £224k of deficit.

5.0 Capital Programme

5.1 A revised version of the capital programme is included in appendix 3. This 
includes the latest data in respect of 3 Rivers Development Limited with those 
items subject to approval noted accordingly.

6.0 Conclusion 

6.1 Along with many Local Authorities, the financial challenges facing this Council 
are immense. A difficult position with significant uncertainties surrounding future 
funding, has been compounded by the need to maintain essential services 
whilst losing critical income streams.

6.2 There has been some recognition of this from Government and it has 
contributed to substantial progress being made in reducing the budget gap for 
2021/22 to £490k. This does however, represent a significant remaining 
challenge. 

6.3 Councils, however, need clarity and certainty about how all local services will 
be funded over the next few years and beyond. Next year we need a multi-year 
settlement which must reflect an understanding of the lasting impact the COVID-
19 pandemic has had on both service demands and revenue raising.

6.4 Moving forward Members and officers need to look to the pressures over the 
next few years reflected in our MTFP and our need to address ongoing 
pressures which cannot be satisfactorily addressed by the one-off use of 
reserves. 

6.5 In order to conclude the statutory budget setting process, this updated draft 
budget position will go through Cabinet, another round of PDG’s, Scrutiny, and 
a final meeting of the Cabinet before being agreed at Full Council on the 24 
February 2021. During this period officers will continue to identify and examine 
further savings possibilities that can reduce the current budget gap.

Contact for more information: Andrew Jarrett – Deputy Chief Executive (S151) / 
ajarrett@middevon.gov.uk / 01884 234242

Background Papers: Provisional Settlement Email 
LGA Provisional Local Government Finance 
Settlement 2021/22 On the Day Briefing

Circulation of the Report: Leadership Team, Cabinet Member for Finance, 
and Group Managers
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APPENDIX 1

Budget
2020/2021 Movement

Draft Budget
2021/2022 Movement

Draft Budget
2021/2022

Round 1 Round 2
Notes £ £ £ £ £

Cabinet 2 5,433,721 292,620 5,726,341 1,028,662 6,755,003
Community 2,890,445 1,546,959 4,437,404 (1,403,213) 3,034,191
Economy (549,012) 261,002 (288,010) (29,340) (317,350)
Environment 3,736,850 318,215 4,055,065 (242,356) 3,812,709
Homes 303,880 69,180 373,060 19,950 393,010
TOTAL NET DIRECT COST OF SERVICES 1/4 11,815,884 2,487,976 14,303,860 (626,297) 13,677,563

Net recharge to HRA (1,481,630) (44,449) (1,526,079) 58,069 (1,468,010)
Provision for the financing of capital spending 1,052,154 (184,144) 868,010 (136,290) 731,720

NET COST OF SERVICES 11,386,408 2,259,383 13,645,791 (704,518) 12,941,273

PWLB Bank Loan Interest Payable
Finance Lease Interest Payable 48,340 111,070 159,410  - 159,410
Interest from Funding provided for HRA (49,000) 2,600 (46,400)  - (46,400)
Interest Receivable / Payable on Other Activities 3 439,878 (122,998) 316,880 (176,360) 140,520
Interest Received on Investments (568,322) (135,968) (704,290) 71,120 (633,170)
Transfers into Earmarked Reserves 5 2,597,050 (639,978) 1,957,072 404,300 2,361,372
Transfers from Earmarked Reserves 5 (1,369,370) (169,025) (1,538,395) (679,545) (2,217,940)
Proposed Contribution from New Homes Bonus Reserve 5 (960,540) 522,040 (438,500)  - (438,500)
TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENDITURE 11,524,444 1,827,124 13,351,568 (1,085,003) 12,266,565

Funded by: - 
Revenue Support Grant  -  -  -  -  -
Lower Tier Services Support Grant  -  -  - (179,252) (179,252)
Rural Services Delivery Grant (466,700)  - (466,700) (23,042) (489,742)
Covid19 Non Ringfenced Grant  -  -  - (407,699) (407,699)
Covid19 Income Compensation Schemes 12  -  -  - (570,000) (570,000)
New Homes Bonus 6 (1,418,190) 641,440 (776,750) (182,000) (958,750)

Retained Business Rates 7/8 (3,312,727) 255,320 (3,057,407) (3) (3,057,410)

Business Rates Pooling Dividend 9 (150,000) 150,000  -  -  -
CTS Funding Parishes  -  -  -  -  -
Collection Fund Surplus/Deficit 11 (112,000) 112,000  -  -  -
Council Tax (28,239.34 x £213.84) 10 (6,064,827) 26,127 (6,038,700) (75,920) (6,114,620)
TOTAL FUNDING (11,524,444) 1,184,887 (10,339,557) (1,437,916) (11,777,473)

REQUIREMENT TO BALANCE THE BUDGET  - 3,012,011 3,012,011 (2,522,919) 489,092

Current Assumptions: - 

GENERAL FUND REVENUE ACCOUNT DRAFT BUDGET SUMMARY 2021/22

1. The annual salary increment has been reduced in line with public sector arrangements detailed in the Funding Settlement.
2. Income flows have been reviewed and adjusted for changes in demand and unit price. Provision has been made to reflect the estimated impacts of the pandemic assuming 
recovery continues according to current trends in this line.
3. Investment income has been based upon the existing lending criteria now in force. 
4. Support services have been calculated in accordance with the annual process.
5. All earmarked reserves have been reviewed and adjustment made based upon existing need. 
6. New Homes Bonus receipts based on the latest announcements in the Funding Settlement.
7. Retained Business Rates - s31 grant relating to 100% relief for Retail, hospitality and Leisure in 2020/21 will compensate for deficit brought forward and has been included 
in this line.
8. Any business rates deficit brought forward from 2020/21 is expected to be funded from EMR and so is not included as a pressure here.

9. It is assumed that in the shadow of Covid 19, there will be no dividend from the Devon Business Rates Pool in 2021/22.
10. Council Tax has been increased by £5 (the higher of £5 or 2%) from £208.84 to £213.84. Confirmation of this treatment was received in the Funding Settlement.
11. As with NNDR, any Council Tax deficit brought forward from 2020/21 is expected to be funded from EMR and so is not included as a pressure above. 
12. This line relates to receipts in respect of compensation schemes for revenue losses arising in year from the pandemic. It is subject to a financial health warning and 
represents the best estimates of the s151 officer based on the advice received from central government at the current time. Any adverse movement in these numbers will 
require support from general fund reserves in order to balance this budget.

Mid Devon District Council
2021/22 GF Budget - Draft 2
Appendix 1
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2021-22 BUDGETS Appendix 2

Transfers into Earmarked Reserves

SERVICE EMR Total PLANT BUDGET  EQUIPMENT 

BUDGET 

VEHICLES 

BUDGET

OTHER 

BUDGET

NEW HOMES 

BONUS

IE435 EQ653 NEW HOMES BONUS GRANT 958,752 958,752

IE440 EQ659 NNDR Smoothing EMR 400,000 400,000

PS990 EQ685 FORE STREET MAINT S.FUND 0

PS992 EQ685 MARKET WALK MAINT S.FUND 0

CP540 EQ686 PAYING CAR PARKS (MACHINE REPLACEMENT SINKING FUND) 3,000 3,000

LD201 EQ720 ELECTION COSTS - DISTRICT 25,000 25,000

LD300 EQ721 DEMOCRATIC REP & MANAGEMENT 5,000 5,000

PR810 EQ728 STATUTORY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 100,000 100,000

EQ754 EQ754 PHOENIX PRINTERS EQUIP SFUND 2,200 2,200

EQ755 EQ755 ICT EQUIPMENT SINKING FUND 189,500 189,500

EQ756 EQ756 FLEET CONTRACT FUND 559,600 559,600

IT300 EQ759 MOBILE PHONE CONTRACT 5,000 5,000

GM960 EQ760 GROUNDS MAINTENANCE 15,820 15,820

EQ761 EQ761 RECYCLING PLANT SFUND 20,000 20,000

EQ763 EQ763 RECYCLING MAINTENANCE SINKING FUND 0

PS880 EQ765 BUS STATION 0

ES100 EQ766 CEMETERIES 0

ES450 EQ767 PARKS & OPEN SPACES 0

RS140 EQ837 LEISURE SINKING FUND 75,000 75,000

PS980 EQ837 Property maintenance - new 0

WS710 EQ839 WASTE PRESSURE WASHER 2,500 2,500

2,361,372 35,820 277,200 559,600 530,000 958,752

2020/2021 Budget 34,360 272,200 559,600 130,000 1,418,190

Movement 1,460                5,000                -                     400,000            (459,438)

TOTAL
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Transfers from Earmarked Reserves

SERVICE EMR Description TOTAL UTILISE NHB  OTHER 

EQ638 EQ638 DEV CONT LINEAR PARK (4,170) (4,170)

EQ640 EQ640 W52 POPHAM CLOSE COMM  FUND (1,950) (1,950)

EQ641 EQ641 W67 MOORHAYES COM DEV FUND (1,630) (1,630)

EQ642 EQ642 W69 FAYRECROFT WILLAND EX WEST (4,620) (4,620)

EQ643 EQ643 W70 DEVELOPERS CONTRIBUTION (6,650) (6,650)

EQ644 EQ644 DEV CONT WINSWOOD CREDITION (3,080) (3,080)

ES733 EQ652 PUBLIC HEALTH (53,130) (53,130)

PR402 EQ652 CULLOMPTON HAZ (15,000) (15,000)

CD200 EQ653 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (45,000) (45,000)

PR400 EQ653 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (80,000) (80,000)

EQ755 EQ653 ICT EQUIPMENT SINKING FUND (189,500) (189,500)

PR402 EQ653 CULLOMPTON HAZ (124,000) (124,000)

IE440 EQ659 NNDR Smoothing EMR (3,537,610) (3,537,610)

PR402 EQ722 CULLOMPTON HAZ (30,000) (30,000)

PR810 EQ726 BROWNFIELD SHARED PLAN (36,263) (36,263)

PR400 EQ728 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (60,000) (60,000)

PR810 EQ728 STATUTORY DEVELOPMENT PLAN (86,270) (86,270)

PR810 EQ729 CUSTOM & SELF BUILD (45,000) (45,000)

HG320 EQ742 HOMELESSNESS EMR (178,740) (178,740)

FP100 EQ755 ICT EQUIPMENT SINKING FUND (20,000) (20,000)

EQ756 EQ756 FLEET CONTRACT FUND (524,060) (524,060)

CS932 EQ776 CUSTOMER FIRST (19,362) (19,362)

IE420 EQ777 C/Tax Smoothing EMR (101,530) (101,530)

PR810 EQ821 NEIGHBOURHOOLD PLANNING FUNDING (13,200) (13,200)

PR225 EQ824 GARDEN VILLAGE PROJECT (338,000) (338,000)

LD100 NEW  ELECTIONS (45,000) (45,000)

EQ653

RELEASING OF RESERVES TO SUPPORT THE GENERAL FUND IN 

THE FIRST YEAR OF REDUCTION OF HRA RECHARGES (58,069) (58,069)

EQ660 RELEASING OF RESERVES TO FUND THE 21/22 GF BUDGET (223,746) (223,746)

EQ700 RELEASING OF RESERVES TO FUND THE 21/22 GF BUDGET -                       

(5,845,580) (496,569) (5,349,011)

2020/2021 Budget (960,540) (1,369,370)

Movement 463,971                (3,979,641)

TOTAL
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MDDC - Capital Programme 21-22 Appendix 3

Estimated

Capital 

Programme

2021/22

£k

Exe Valley Leisure Centre 

Evlc - Boilers and CHP 122

Evlc - Fitness Studio renewal of equipment 153

Culm Valley sports centre 

Cvsc - remodelling  dance studio 153

Cvsc - Squash court conversion to fitness 204

Total Leisure 632

MDDC Shops/industrial Units

Market Walk Unit 17 - remodelling options 510

Other Projects

Hydromills Electricity generation Project - Tiverton Weir 800

Total Other 1,310

HIF Schemes

Cullompton Town Centre Relief Road (HIF bid) 4,141

Tiverton EUE A361 Junction Phase 2 (HIF bid) 4,700

Total HIF Schemes 8,841

ICT Projects

Additional Unified Communications budget 30

Hardware replacement of Network Core Switch 80

Total ICT 110

Private Sector Housing Grants

Disabled Facilities Grants–P/Sector 577

Total PSH Grants 577

TOTAL GF PROJECTS 11,470

Other General Fund Development Projects

* 3 Rivers Scheme - Bampton 503

3 Rivers Scheme - Riverside Development (rear of Town Hall) Tiverton 430

* 3 Rivers scheme - Knowle Lane, Cullompton (note slippage from 20/21 will fund planned spend in 21/22) 0

* 3 Rivers Scheme - Park Road 1,250

* These schemes require signed loan agreements before they can be progressed further

TOTAL GF OTHER DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 2,183

GRAND TOTAL GF PROJECTS 13,653

HRA Projects

Existing Housing Stock

Major repairs to Housing Stock 2,275

Renewable Energy Fund 250

Home Adaptations - Disabled Facilities 300

* Housing Development Schemes

HRA Building Schemes - to be identified (note slippage from 20/21 will fund schemes in 21/22) 0

Garages Block - Redevelopment 408

Affordable Housing/ Purchase of ex RTB 500

Waddeton Park, Post Hill, Tiverton (note slippage from 20/21 will fund planned spend in 21/22) 0

* Proposed Council House Building / Other schemes subject to full appraisal

GRAND TOTAL HRA PROJECTS 3,733

GRAND TOTAL GF + HRA Projects 17,386
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Estimated

Capital 

Programme

2021/22

£k
FUNDING

MDDC Funding Summary

General Fund

2021/22

EXISTING FUNDS £k
577

88

NHB Funding 1,014

150

HIF Funding 8,358

10,187

3,466

Subtotal 3,466

Total General Fund Funding 13,653

Housing Revenue Account

2021/22

EXISTING FUNDS £k
951

NHB Funding 21

HRA Housing Maintenance Fund 88

2,673

3,733

0

0

Subtotal 0

Total Housing Revenue Account Funding 3,733

17,386

Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve

Capital Receipts Reserve

Capital Receipts Reserve

Subtotal

NEW FUNDS
PWLB Borrowing

Other Earmarked Reserves

Revenue Contributions

TOTAL FUNDING

Other Housing Earmarked Reserves

Subtotal

NEW FUNDS
PWLB Borrowing
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HOMES PDG
19 JANUARY 2021

DRAFT 2021/22 HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) 

Cabinet Member(s): Cllr Bob Evans (Cabinet member for Housing), Cllr Andrew 
Moore (Cabinet member for Finance)
Responsible Officer(s): Andrew Jarrett – Deputy Chief Executive (S151), Simon 
Newcombe – Group Manager for Public Health and Regulatory Services

Reason for Report: To present proposals for the second draft of the Housing 
Revenue Account budget for 2021/22.

Recommendation: That the PDG recommend to Cabinet to agree the rent increase 
proposed and the other budget proposals for 2021/22.

Financial Implications: A balanced and realistic budget must be set for 2021/22 in 
order to maintain a sustainable Housing Revenue Account with adequate investment 
for necessary maintenance.

Budget and Policy Framework: This report forms part of the Council’s annual 
process of setting balanced budgets across all areas of income and expenditure.

Legal Implications: It is a statutory requirement for the local authority to set a 
balanced budget each year.

Risk Assessment: Service Managers and Finance staff have assessed volatility in 
income and large contractor budgets, taking account of current and estimated future 
demand patterns. In addition, prudent levels of reserves will also continue to be 
maintained.

Equality Impact Assessment: It is considered that the impact of this report on 
equality related issues will be nil.

Relationship to Corporate Plan: The financial resources of the Council impact 
directly on its ability to deliver the Corporate Plan; prioritising the use of available 
resources brought forward and any future spending will be closely linked to key 
Council pledges from the updated Corporate Plan.

Impact on Climate Change: It is considered that the impact of this report on climate 
change related issues will be nil.

1.0 Introduction/Background

1.1 The HRA is a ring-fenced account within Mid Devon’s financial accounting 
system. This means that a balanced budget must be set each year including 
all income and expenditure pertinent to the Council’s landlord function and 
excluding all other income and expenditure (since this would be captured as 
part of the General Fund budget).

1.2 This report will set out the officers’ proposals for a draft HRA budget for 
2021/22 and members will see from Appendix 1 that, as it stands, the budget 
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has been balanced and so nets to nil. The report will outline the key issues 
affecting the HRA today, along with how they impact on the setting of a 
budget for 2021/22. 

2.0 Key Issues

COVID-19

2.1 The global pandemic that has been experienced so far in 2020, and continues 
to be experienced across our region and others, has had an obvious and 
significant impact on the local economy. In terms of the direct impact on the 
HRA, at the time of compiling this report indicative markers such as arrears 
levels and debts written off are not notably different from the previous year, 
however this does not suggest there will not be an impact going forward, 
therefore the budget (as reflected in the round 1 draft) has been updated in 
respect of the provision for bad debts (see 2.4).

2.2 Given there is no end date to the current lockdown and any future lockdowns 
cannot be ruled out, Members will need to be aware that this will potentially 
have an impact for the remainder of the 2020/21 and future budgets.

Rent Policy

2.3 Rent policy set out by central government states that existing rents can be 
increased annually by the previous September’s CPI rate, plus an additional 
1%. Although this calculation has been applied (giving a rent increase of 
1.5%) the overall increase in dwelling rent budget is only 0.7%. The reasons 
for this are as follows.
 Increased void turnaround times mean that more properties sit empty at 

any one time, thus generating no rent.
 Similarly, the transition to Universal Credit means that some rents that 

would have been received automatically are now recoverable from the 
tenant. Where tenants suffer a financial impact from the current climate, 
arrears are likely to increase with the potential for further write-offs, 
which represent a cost to the Council.

 Therefore it is proposed to apply an increase to social and affordable 
rents by CPI (0.50%) +1% for 2021/22.

2.4 It is unclear at this stage precisely to what extent our arrears will be affected 
and for what duration. For purposes of this draft budget it has been assumed 
that arrears will continue to rise during 2021 and that it may therefore be 
necessary to increase the bad debt provision at the end of March 2022. A 
budget to increase the bad debt provision by £150k has been proposed.

Other Income

2.5 The garage rents budget is based on rent levels remaining at £10.71 per 
week (based on a 52 week year) and customer numbers remaining at current 
levels. Should customer numbers change significantly there would clearly be 
an impact on the budget position, either adverse or favourable.
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2.6 Due to the current economic climate it is proposed to keep garage ground 
rents at their current level, ie £275 per annum. This can be reviewed in a 
year’s time when we may have more economic certainty.

2.7 Income generated from interest where cash balances have been invested 
have performed reasonably well over recent years. However, due to 
uncertainties and the economic impact of Brexit, the budget target has been 
reduced by a further £22k from the first round (draft) budget.

Building Services carrying out Major, Cyclical and non-HRA works

2.8 Each year any low demand periods experienced by our operatives are put to 
good use by carrying out works that might otherwise require Mid Devon to use 
an external contractor and so incur additional cost. In doing so, the Repairs 
team are able to transfer a significant amount of their costs to the relevant 
area and so reduce the overall Repairs team budget.

2.9 For 2021/22, the Building Services team have budgeted to carry out major 
voids upgrades, installations of both traditional and renewable heating 
systems as well as other major work, cyclical servicing and remedial fixes. 
This should result in a transfer of £1,228k of their costs to other areas as well 
as £619k of disabled adaptations work. 

Staffing costs

2.10 In line with Council policy for the General Fund, our estimates for HRA 
establishment costs assume a pay freeze for 2021/22. This has resulted in a 
£37k saving estimated on the original draft budget, this is net of a forecast pay 
award provision of £15k (approximately 0.50% of establishment costs) as 
local authority pay increases are not set centrally.  The corporate 
management lead for housing is currently working with both HRA service 
areas and the Cabinet member to develop proposals for a restructuring to 
create a combined ‘One Housing’ HRA service. Any restructure will therefore 
bring together Housing and Building Services and is aimed at ensuring a 
sustainable HRA is in place capable of delivering further service 
improvements. This will be subject to a business case and wider consultation 
in due course, but may have a positive impact on staffing costs as the service 
transitions during 2021/22 and be more clearly shown in the budget for 
2022/23 onwards. In the short term, the Operations Manager for Building 
Services has advised of a revision to the establishment reflected in the 
2020/21 budget. This should be in place, subject to the necessary 
consultation period, for the commencement of the new financial year. Taking 
account of the assumed pay freeze the establishment saving, year on year, 
will be £92k, with further additional savings on overhead expenditure. This 
has been reflected in the proposed budget for next year.

2.11 In 2021/22 there is a proposal to bolster the complement of staff within 
Tenancy Services. This proposal is to create three new posts, not including an 
addititional 30% charge from the General Fund for use of a Tree Officer; year 
on year salary increases are forecast at £172k. The Repairs team are carrying 
some vacancies at present and it is anticipated that these will be filled. It is 
also anticipated that in 2021/22 the expenditure on materials and contractors 
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will return to levels similar to 2019/20 and so increases in those budgets are 
required to meet this need.

Housing Maintenance Fund

2.12 Any surpluses generated by the HRA are used to contribute to the Housing 
Maintenance Fund (HMF). This fund is designed to meet any spikes in the 
cost of major works in the HRA’s plan to 2048. In order to balance the 
2021/22 proposed budget, it is proposed that the contribution to the HMF for 
the year is circa £895k. 

3.0 Recommendation

3.1 It is recommended that members consider the proposals for this draft HRA 
budget along with the details laid out in this report. 

3.2 However, it should be noted that some items within the budget may change 
between now and the final budget being agreed by Full Council and these 
changes could come as a result of members’ suggestions, management 
proposals or central government instructions.

4.0 Future Issues 

 4.1 Following 2021/22, there will be three further years of the September CPI plus 
1% rent increases. After that, it is unclear what rent policy central government 
will set out for us to follow. Clearly, there is great uncertainty of how costs of 
running the service will increase with inflation over the coming years and so it 
is hoped that rent collected will be sufficient to meet the needs of the service.

4.2 The immediate concern for the HRA, as well as the wider Council financial 
position, are the currently unquantifiable effects of Brexit and the scale of the 
Covid pandemic.

5.0 Conclusion

5.1 This report has set out a proposed balanced budget for the HRA for 2021/22, 
with appendices attached showing the following.

1. The overall makeup of the budget at summary level
2. The proposed rent for 2021/22
3. The proposed fees and charges for 2021/22

5.2 It has been recommended above that members agree the contents of this 
report and details of the proposed budget to be forwarded to Cabinet prior to 
approval by Full Council in February 2021.

Contact for more Information: Andrew Jarrett 01884 23(4242) / 
ajarrett@middevon.gov.uk

Circulation of the Report: Cllr Bob Evans, Cllr Andrew Moore, Leadership Team
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Appendix 1
Analysis by service

Code Best Value Unit
Budget 

2020/2021 Movement

Draft Budget 
2021/2022 
Round 1 Movement 

Draft Budget 
2021/2022 
Round 2

£ £ £ £ £

Income

SHO01 Dwelling Rents Income (12,366,750) (22,070) (12,388,820) (61,860) (12,450,680)

SHO04 Non Dwelling Rents Income (595,720) 33,880 (561,840) 2,010 (559,830)

SHO07 Leaseholders' Charges For Services (21,640) (2,170) (23,810) 0 (23,810)

SHO08 Contributions Towards Expenditure (29,220) 0 (29,220) 0 (29,220)

SHO10 H.R.A. Investment Income (53,000) 21,200 (31,800) 21,800 (10,000)

SHO11 Misc. Income (7,350) 0 (7,350) 0 (7,350)

Services

SHO13A Repairs & Maintenance 3,593,980 69,290 3,663,270 (146,420) 3,516,850

SHO17A Housing & Tenancy Services 1,485,620 191,020 1,676,640 33,260 1,709,900

Accounting entries 'below the line'

SHO29 Bad Debt Provision 53,000 97,000 150,000 0 150,000

SHO30 Share Of Corp And Dem 162,640 5,400 168,040 0 168,040

SHO32 H.R.A. Interest Payable 1,115,180 0 1,115,180 (88,750) 1,026,430

SHO34 H.R.A. Transfer To/From Earmarked Reserves 2,072,410 (444,500) 1,627,910 271,190 1,899,100

SHO36 H.R.A. R.C.C.O. 0 0 0 0

SHO37 Capital Receipts Res Adjustment (26,000) 6,500 (19,500) 0 (19,500)

SHO38 Major Repairs Allowance 2,260,000 0 2,260,000 0 2,260,000

SHO45 Renewable Energy Transactions (89,000) 0 (89,000) (16,000) (105,000)

TOTAL (2,445,850) (44,450) (2,490,300) 15,230 (2,475,070)
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Subjective analysis

Code Best Value Unit
Budget 

2020/2021 Movement

Draft Budget 
2021/2022 
Round 1 Movement 

Draft Budget 
2021/2022 
Round 2

1000 Employees 2,891,590 149,190 3,040,780 (63,890) 2,976,890

2000 Premises 197,320 0 197,320 38,180 235,500

3000 Transport 256,060 17,310 273,370 (34,510) 238,860

4000 Cost Of Goods And Services 7,532,960 (345,290) 7,187,670 104,500 7,292,170

7000 Income (13,323,780) 134,340 (13,189,440) (29,050) (13,218,490)

TOTAL (2,445,850) (44,450) (2,490,300) 15,230 (2,475,070)

Code Best Value Unit CY FY Budget Movement
Proposed 

Budget
Proposed 

Budget
Proposed 

Budget

5000 Internal Recharges 1,481,630 44,450 1,526,080 (24,670) 1,501,410

6000 Capital Charges 964,220 0 964,220 9,440 973,660

2,445,850 44,450 2,490,300 (15,230) 2,475,070

GRAND TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0

Summary of movements from Round 1 £k
Dwelling rent calculation updated to reflect 1.5% increase across all dwelling types (62)
Revised Ground Rent income forecast 2
Forecast investment income revised down to reflect market uncertainty 22
Building Services establishment savings (73)
Reduced forecast of the transfer of costs out of the DLO 19
Reduction on overheads relating to proposed Building Services restructure (74)
Vehicle overheads reduction (10)
Car allowance budget removed (23)
Minor increase to Tenancy establishment 9
Forecast increase of valuation fees 2
Budget introduced for cleaning contract 33
Increased budget towards grass verge cutting 4
Calculated reduction in interest payable (89)
Forecast increase in net revenue for renewables (16)
Increase on capital charges 9
Minor reduction on R1 internal recharges to the HRA from GF (25)
EMR contributions increased based on forecast reduction in net service cost 271
Minor variances 1

TOTAL 0

Assumptions
Dwelling rent increase of 1.5%
Void levels are based on current position
Garage rents frozen at £10.71 per week
Ground rents frozen at £275 per annum
Planned Maintenance costs based on the 30 year plan
Ten properties sold during 2020/21
Fifteen properties sold during 2021/22
Average of 36 social rent and 4 affordable rent properties void at any one time
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Appendix 2

HRA Rent Budget 2021/22

Description

Average rent (52 
week basis)                     

£
Average properties 

2021/22 Annual rent total £ Void level
Annual rent total 

(less voids) Budget (rounded)

Social rent (in use) 80.70 2,895 12,146,480 1.24% 11,995,409 11,995,410

Affordable rent properties 116.16 85 513,427 4.71% 489,266 489,270

Rent written off (35,000) (35,000)

Write-offs recovered 1,000 1,000

HO700 budget 12,450,675 12,450,680

Affordable rent surplus 144,788 144,790

TOTAL 2,980

MDDC Budget Setting
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Appendix 3

HRA: Proposed Fees and Charges 2021/22

2020/21 Increase Increase % 2021/22

Garage rents per week £10.71 £0.00 0.00% £10.71
(52 week basis)
It should be noted that council tenants
receive a discount of £1.85 per week on
any garage rent

Garage ground rents (Annual charge) £275 £0 0.00% £275

N.B
MDDC Formula Rent on average (52 weeks) £79.55 £80.72
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HOMES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
19 JANUARY 2021

CONDITION AND FUTURE USE OF COUNCIL OWNED GARAGES

Cabinet Member(s): Councillor Bob Evans
Responsible Officers: Mr Michael Lowman, Building Services Operations 

Manager/ Simon Newcombe, Corporate Manager for 
Public Health, Regulation and Housing

Reason for Report and Recommendation: To provide an update to Members on the 
current garage stock situation, with plans for modernisations and opportunities for 
change of use/redevelopment, and the adoption of a 6-year rather than the existing 
12-year planned maintenance programme.

Recommendation: Members note the report. Members are also asked to 
recommend to Cabinet the adoption of a 6 yearly planned garage maintenance 
programme by bringing forward budgeted funds from future years.

Financial Implications: The activity of the Housing Service spans both General Fund 
and the Housing Revenue Account (HRA).  The HRA is ring fenced and subject to 
specific financial controls. 

Budget and Policy Framework: Policies agreed by the Homes Policy Development 
Group govern the work of the Housing Service.  The HRA is funded in large part by 
rental income and therefore maintaining the revenue stream must be a key priority for 
the Housing Service. 

Legal Implications: Tenancy management including our housing and garages 
property maintenance and redevelopment is funded through the Housing Revenue 
Account.  The tenancy agreement defines the Council’s relationship with tenants and 
sets out the rights and responsibilities of both parties.  This takes account of legal and 
regulatory requirements.  The Housing Act 1985, the Localism Act 2011 and the Anti-
social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 contain many provisions which must 
be taken into account by the Housing Service.

Risk Assessment: The landlord service has approximately 1100 garages in 
management which represents a huge investment.  Failure to provide an effective 
tenancy management service has the potential to result in failure to meet legal and 
statutory obligations including those relating to health and safety issues, tenancy 
fraud, and potential negative publicity in the event of, for example, a serious fire or 
anti-social behaviour leading to residents on an estate feeling stigmatised.  Failure to 
collect rental income could impact the ability to fund necessary management and 
maintenance activities. 

Equality Impact Assessment: There is a suite of housing related policies.  The use 
of these helps to ensure that service delivery is consistent and fair.  There is a 
regulatory requirement for registered providers of social housing to tailor their service 
to meet the needs of the tenants and the Housing Service requests diversity data from 
tenants to enable compliance to be monitored.  
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Relationship to Corporate Plan: Homes and the environment are a priority for the 
Council and this includes increasing the supply of affordable homes in the District and 
also supporting and growing active tenant engagement.

Impact on Climate Change: We recognise that the provision of sustainable 
communities is important.  As part of our commitment to meeting the provisions of the 
Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Standard within the Regulatory Framework for 
Social Housing, the Council offers a menu of involvement which provides opportunities 
for tenants to get involved in service delivery.  We use social media to promote 
sustainability and publish information relating to a variety of topics including fuel 
efficiency, recycling and healthy living.  

With regard to the homes and property in our management, our repairs and 
improvements strategies are informed by the need to reduce carbon emissions; and 
the need to reduce fuel poverty is also a key consideration.  

1. Introduction

1.1 The rationale for this report is to identify the current condition of the stock, 
planned maintenance programmes and to highlight alternative opportunities 
within our garage estates. 

1.2 It is apparent that there has been a lack of funding towards the garage stock as 
a whole in previous years, and this is highlighted by the current condition of the 
majority of the stock.  Although for the last 4 years we have been carrying out 
a planned maintenance programme and have an annual budget going forward 
of £75k for these works.

 
2. Occupancy

2.1 The number of garages within the service is 1110 with 334 of these currently 
Void (Table 1), giving an occupancy of 70%. This creates a rental income of 
£464,048 per annum. 

2.2 The occupancy % of the 199 garages that have already been modernised is 
83%, although this would be higher if lettings hadn’t been temporarily stopped 
until January 2021 due to the pandemic. If this higher occupancy % was 
achieved throughout the garage stock it would increase the yearly rental income 
by up to £90k.

3. Planned Maintenance Programme 

3.1 The planned Maintenance programme is carried out by Building Services and 
includes the complete replacement of the roofs and doors, whilst also replacing 
any soffits, fascias and guttering with UPVC. The vast majority of the existing 
roofs are Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) sheets, which need to be 
removed and disposed of in-line with current legislation, and as such increases 
the cost of each modernisation, with the average cost working out at around 
£2k per unit. The roofs are replaced with Polyester painted steel box profile 
sheets which have a life expectancy of at least 20 years.
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3.2 The modernisation programme is currently scheduled over the next 12 years 
within the current 30-year projection for the HRA, within which we aim to have 
completed the modernisation of the entire stock. There is however an 
opportunity to bring forward increased occupancy and income by doubling the 
rate of modernisation and reducing this to a 6 yearly planned maintenance 
programme. There is capacity within Building Services to meet this programme 
but not if it were to be shortened to fewer than 6 years.

4. Opportunities

  4.1   A number of garage sites have been identified as having the potential for 
alternative uses. These include demolition and the provision of social housing 
or parking bays. These sites identified are in the majority, where the garages 
are in such poor structural condition that they are ‘beyond repair’, we will be 
looking at these opportunities during the coming months to identify which if any 
are the most feasible/achievable.

4.2 Annex 1 sets out an initial assessment of the opportunities for each garage site 
within the HRA estate.

4.3 In addition to the assessment set out in Annex 1, we have also specifically 
looked at a number of sites where we feel that the provision of modular ‘pod’ 
housing would be the most beneficial way forward. This has identified several 
preferred locations where preliminary no-cost feasibility studies have already 
been completed. These provide clear guide as to what is possible as well as an 
indicative cost. 

4.4 Pods are pre-manufactured, modular high-quality homes of different occupancy 
sizes which are low-maintenance and have 75-year design life, comparable to 
more traditional buildings. The proposal is for the new properties to be SAP ‘A’ 
rated (new build predicted Energy Performance Certificate, EPC) and to have 
a carbon rating of net zero.

4.5 These modular sites could potentially be used flexibly including as temporary 
accommodation which would allow us to return other standard properties held 
for this purpose back into long-term tenancy. Further assessment and 
consultation will take place before any sites are finalised for formal 
consideration.

5. Recommendation

5.1      Members are asked to note the report.

5.2. Members are also asked to recommend to Cabinet the adoption of a 6 yearly 
planned garage maintenance programme by bringing forward budgeted funds 
from future years.

Contact for more Information: Michael Lowman, Building Services Operations 
Manager, telephone: 01884 255255, email: mlowman@middevon.gov.uk or Simon 
Newcombe, Corporate Manager for Public Health, Regulation and Housing email: 
snewcombe@middevon.gov.uk 
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Circulation of the Report: 

Members of the Housing PDG
Cllr Bob Evans, Cabinet Member for Homes
Leadership Team 
Corporate Management Team and other Group/Interim Service Managers
Legal Services
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Annex 1 – Garage sites context and opportunities

Address No Voids % Tenanted Waiting List Modernisation Condition Potential

Amory Road, Tiverton 31 5 84% 18 2025/26 poor No

Appledore Close, Cullompton 3 0 100% 33 2027/28 Good No

Ashley Close, Uffculme 25 9 64% 14 n/a V Poor Housing

Barnes Close, Willand 1 0 100% 14 n/a Good No

Barnfield, Crediton 10 1 90% 18 2018/19 V Good No

Barnhay, Bampton 12 1 92% 14 2016/17 V Good No

Beech Road, Tiverton 6 1 84% 25 n/a poor Housing

Bellingate, Coleford 2 1 50% 0 n/a Good Disposal

Bells Close, Chawleigh 3 1 67% 4 2016/17 V Good No

Blackmore Road, Tiverton 5 0 100% 7 2018/19 V Good No

Boyes Close, Halberton 9 2 78% 7 2027/28 Poor No

Bowley Meadow, Bradninch 3 0 100% 26 2025/26 poor No

Branscombe Road, Tiverton 26 25 4% 1 n/a V Poor Disposal

Bray Close, Burlescombe 8 2 75% 0 n/a Good Housing/Disposal

Broadlands, Thorverton 25 11 56% 8 2019/20 V Good No

Bullens Close, Thoverton 3 1 67% 12 2023/24 V Poor No

Butts Close, Chawleigh 5 3 40% 3 n/a n/a Disposal

Cameron Close, Tiverton 18 9 50% 5 n/a n/a Parking Spaces

Chaves Close, Tiverton 8 7 13% 0 n/a n/a Housing
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Churchill Drive, Crediton 17 3 82% 28 2026/27 n/a No

Church Street, M Bishop 3 1 67% 2 2018/19 V Good No

Churchills, Hemyock 4 1 75% 13 2019/20 V Good No

Coach Road, Silverton 7 0 100% 12 2014/15 V Good No

Coldharbour Road, Uffculme 4 1 75% 1 2015/16 V Good No

Coles Mead, Tiverton 4 2 50% 1 2022/23 V Poor No

Cornerways, Westcott 1 0 100% 11 2027/28 Good No

Courtney Road, Tiverton 3 1 67% 1 2023/24 Poor No

Court Orchard, Newton St Cyr 5 1 80% 6 2023/24 Poor No

Crofts Estate, Sandford 11 1 91% 11 2028/29 poor No

Culm Haven, Uffculme 6 1 84% 14 2018/19 V Good No

Dunsford Way, Tiverton 3 1 67% 6 2023/24 Poor No

Elmore Way, Tiverton 8 2 75% 12 2024/25 Poor No

Fir Close, Willand 10 3 70% 18 n/a poor Yes

Ford Road, Tiverton 19 13 32% 5 n/a Very Poor Change of use

Glebelands, Cheriton Bishop 8 2 75% 0 n/a Poor Disposal

Glebeland, Down St Mary 4 1 75% 1 2027/28 Good No

Godfrey Gardens, Bow 12 3 75% 10 n/a Good No

Greenaway, Morchard Bishop 14 1 93% 5 n/a Good Housing

Halsbury Road, Tiverton 14 2 86% 14 2026/27 poor No

Hammett Road, Cullompton 4 0 100% 30 2014/15 V Good No
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Hermes Avenue, Tiverton 6 0 100% 4 2026/27 Good No

High Street, Silverton 4 0 100% 21 2020/21 V Good No

Highland Terrace, Uffculme 6 0 100% 6 2015/16 V Good No

Hillcrest, Tiverton 2 0 100% 22 2026/27 Good No

Holly Close, Tiverton 38 11 71% 8 2031/32 V Poor No

Hunters Way, Culmstock 8 2 75% 8 2016/17 V Good No

Knightswood, Cullompton 61 14 78% 43 2029/30 Good No

Landboat View, C Fitzpaine 3 0 100% 6 2027/28 Good No

Lazenby Road, Tiverton 8 3 63% 8 2019/20 V Good No

Lime Close, Tiverton 1 0 100% 10 2026/27 Good No

Lime Kiln Road, Tiverton 29 15 48% 4 n/a n/a Housing

Lower Cotteylands, Tiverton 43 22 48% 4 n/a n/a Housing

Mackenzie Way, Tiverton 2 0 100% 2 2020/21 V Poor No

Market Place, Burlescombe 12 1 92% 4 2018/19 V Good No

Marshall Close, Tiverton 16 1 94% 6 2021/22 V Poor No

Meadowside Road, Sandford 2 0 100% 13 2016/17 V Good No

Moorland View, Lapford 17 2 88% 19 2022/23 Poor No

New Estate, Newton St Cyres 8 2 75% 2 2020/21 Poor No

Orchard Way, Cullompton 47 12 74% 27 2028/29/30 Good/Poor No

Orchard Way, Tiverton 10 1 90% 14 2015/16 V Good No

Palmerston Park, Tiverton 54 27 50% 9 2030/31/32 Good No
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Pethertons, Halberton 10 2 80% 8 2018/19 V Good No

Prospect Way, Lapford 2 0 100% 21 2027/28 Good No

Prowses, Hemyock 11 1 91% 11 2022/23 Poor No

Pugsley Road, Tiverton 25 11 56% 7 2020/21/22 V Poor No

Queensway, Tiverton 34 14 59% 11 2029/30/31 Good No

Richmond Close, S Peverell 14 3 79% 14 2018/19 V Good No

Roundhill, Tiverton 16 5 69% 3 n/a V Poor Housing

Russett Close, Uffculme 10 4 60% 9 n/a V Poor Parking/Disposal

Sage Grove, Tiverton 16 3 82% 4 n/a Good Housing

School Close, Shobrooke 5 1 80% 2 2028/29 Good No

Shortridge Mead, Tiverton 5 2 60% 2 2014/15 V Good No

Shapland Place, Tiverton 41 29 29% 4 n/a V Poor Housing

Shortlands Road, Cullompton 12 1 92% 36 2024/25 Poor No

Siddalls Gardens, Tiverton 13 1 92% 16 2023/24 Poor No

Snows Estate, Sandford 5 0 100% 11 2020/21 Poor No

Somerlea, Willand 6 1 84% 12 2024/25 Poor No

Spruce Park, Crediton 5 0 100% 20 2026/27 Good No

Stanbury Court, Crediton 1 0 100% 39 2025/26 Good No

Sunningbrook Road, Tiverton 18 1 94% 13 2028/29 Good No

Sycamore Road, Tiverton 34 10 71% 6 n/a poor Housing

The Walronds, Tiverton 8 1 88% 25 2018/19 V Good No
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Townlands, Bradninch 10 2 80% 14 n/a Good Housing

Tumbling Fields, Tiverton 7 2 71% 9 2018/19 V Good No

Valley View, Morebath 8 3 63% 1 n/a Good Housing/Disposal

Westgate, Lapford 6 2 67% 20 2020/21 V Good No

Wethered Close, Tiverton 8 1 88% 11 2024/25 Poor No

Winswood, Crediton 7 0 100% 19 2026/27 Good No

Wordland Cross, Cheriton Fitz 5 1 80% 4 2023/24 Poor No

Wyndham Road, Silverton 24 1 96% 15 2017/18 V Good No

Yeo View, Yeoford 3 0 100% 4 2031/32 Good No

TOTAL 1110 334 70% 1021 .   P
age 65
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HOMES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP   
19 JANUARY 2021

GRASS VERGES LOCATED ON HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT LAND

Cabinet Member(s): Cllr Bob Evans 
Responsible Officer: Simon Newcombe, Corporate Manager for Public Health, 

Regulation and Housing

Reason for Report and Recommendation: To set out a policy/ procedure relating to 
a decision-making framework which was agreed at the meeting of the Grass Verges 
Task and Finish Group held on 11 November 2020.  The Policy Development Group 
is asked to recommend to the Cabinet that the following are agreed: 

a) The procedure shown at Appendix A which is designed to ensure that the 
conflicting needs of stakeholders are taken into account when residents 
make requests regarding different maintenance 
arrangements/agreements relating to the upkeep of grass verges and 
other grassed areas on the housing estate.  

b) An increase in the Environmental Improvement Budget to £10,000 and a 
review of the procedures relating to it to ensure that it can be better used 
to support initiatives designed to encourage greater biodiversity

Financial Implications: The management and maintenance of homes on our estates 
is funded through the Housing Revenue Account (HRA), which is ring-fenced.  The 
main income into this account is derived from the rents/ charges paid by tenants/ 
leaseholders.  Grounds maintenance on our housing estate land is also paid for out of 
the HRA. 

Budget and Policy Framework: There is a budget set aside within the HRA to meet 
the costs of grounds maintenance and this includes a sum relating to the work to 
maintain the grassed areas on housing estates.  The Council’s Street Scene 
department provides grounds maintenance services to the Housing Service and this 
work is recharged to the HRA.  A new service level agreement is in development as 
part a regular cyclical review of this work.

Devon County Council (DCC) is responsible for the upkeep of grass verges on land 
classified as Highways Maintained at Public Expense (HMPE).  Previously, the County 
Council used to maintain such grass verges but halted this in 2015.  Since then, the 
Housing Service has continued to maintain these verges.  The cost of maintaining 
sightlines on verges to reduce the risk to motorists and other road-users four times a 
year is funded by DCC.  The other cuts to maintain the sightlines are funded out of the 
HRA, typically up to a further three cuts each year.

Paragraph 3, Part III, Schedule 4 to the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 
requires that where the costs for amenities, which are provided as part of the Housing 
Service within the HRA but the community as a whole benefits, then such costs should 
 be shared between the HRA and the General fund.  In recent guidance published on 
10 November 2020, by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG), regarding the operation of the housing revenue account ring-fence, this 
requirement was reinforced with play and other recreational areas, grassed areas and 
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gardens and community centres being given as examples of the type of amenity which 
needs to be taken into account. 

The Housing Service has a Neighbourhood Management policy and this contains 
provisions relating to grassed areas on housing estates. 

Legal Implications: As a social landlord, the Council is subject to the regulatory 
framework for social housing and the Neighbourhood and Community Standard states 
that: “Registered Providers shall keep the neighbourhood and communal areas 
associated with the homes that they own clean and safe”.  The Housing Service is also 
expected to have a policy setting out the position relevant to neighbourhood 
management.  In addition, the Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Standard   
contains provisions relating to the need to involve tenants in decision-making relating 
to service delivery. 

On 17 November 2020, the MHCLG issued a Social Housing White Paper which 
contained a Charter for social housing residents and this sets out an intention to 
ensure that residents have their voice heard by landlords, and to ensure that homes 
and neighbourhoods provided by social landlords are kept in good repair. 

Risk Assessment: As a social landlord, the Council is subject to the regulatory 
framework for social housing and the Neighbourhood and Community Standard which 
states that: “Registered Providers shall keep the neighbourhood and communal areas 
associated with the homes that they own clean and safe”.  The Housing Service is also 
expected to have a policy setting out the position relevant to neighbourhood 
management.  In addition, the Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Standard   
contains provisions relating to the need to involve tenants in decision-making relating 
to service delivery. 

Equality Impact Assessment: As required by the regulatory framework for social 
housing, the Housing Service has a policy relating to neighbourhood management and 
this ensures that there is a consistent approach to matters relating to grounds 
maintenance on the Council’s housing estates.

Relationship to Corporate Plan: Homes and the environment are both priorities for 
the Council. 

Impact on Climate Change: There is a growing awareness of the benefits of allowing 
grass to grow longer and of encouraging the growth of wildflowers on verges. Without 
careful management, wildflowers on verges can be choked by brambles, scrub or 
vigorous course grasses, as stated in the DCC web pages. The Housing Service is 
aware that some residents on housing estates and nearby would welcome a new 
approach to the management of the grassed areas near to their homes and the 
proposal in this report is informed by recent comments and requests received from 
Members, local people and some residents who live on our estates. 

Whilst Officers will endeavour to plan their work in advance in order to minimise 
environmental impact, there will be times when they have to make an urgent visit to a 
housing estate in order to respond to a pressing matter, such as a health and safety 
issue. In such cases, this work must take priority and will involve an unplanned journey 
to and from an area which cannot necessarily be organised to coincide with other visits 
elsewhere within the District.
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1.0 Introduction/Background

1.1 At the meeting of the Homes Policy Development Group (PDG) in September 
2020, Members agreed the establishment of a task and finish group to discuss 
the many strands associated with service delivery in relation to grounds 
maintenance, in general, and grass cutting on housing estates, in particular.  
The task and finish group was formed from Members of the Homes and 
Environment PDGs.  The aim of this group was to make recommendations 
regarding a new procedure for agreeing local arrangements relating to 
maintenance of grassed areas in the ownership of the Housing Service. 

1.2 The task and finish group met on three occasions and Members were able to 
agree a decision-making framework which could be used by Officers in the 
Estates team when considering requests made by different stakeholders. 

1.3 The task and finish group also took account of arguments relating to the need 
to increase biodiversity, the need to ensure that the Housing Service delivers a 
balanced budget and the obligation to undertake consultation with those living 
on our estates. 

2.0 Policy Considerations  

2.1 The Neighbourhood Management policy applies to the management of grassed 
areas on the housing estate and it is envisaged that the new decision-making 
framework will provide a procedure which can be used in support of this.  The 
aim is to deliver a consistent approach taking account of a number of relevant 
factors including those relating to health and safety, cost, tenure and the need 
to undertake consultation.

3.0 The Draft Decision-Making Framework

3.1 There are some areas where residents are unhappy with a “one-size-fits-all” 
approach to grounds maintenance.  In such cases, Officers will need to work 
together with local residents on the estate to create and maintain communal 
spaces that are safe, clean, tidy and welcoming.

3.2 Whilst there are some general service standards which would normally be 
maintained, some residents may request more/less frequent visits to achieve 
this standard.

3.3 It is proposed that residents should make any request for a change in writing 
and that such requests can be received by email. 

3.4 It is also proposed that Neighbourhood Officers refer to the procedure set out 
in appendix one when considering any such requests for a change to the way 
in which any grass verge or other grassed area on a housing estate is managed.  
The chart will prompt consideration of several factors which must be taken into 
account when any requests are received.
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3.5 The Neighbourhood Officers have delegated authority to make decisions 
relating to grounds maintenance on the estates owned by the landlord service 
and therefore it is proposed that they have authority to agree any requests for 
change in line with the procedure set out in appendix one.  

3.6 Any concerns arising from a decision made by a Neighbourhood Officer in 
connection with such a request will be managed through the Council’s 
complaints procedure and these will be investigated by a Neighbourhood Team 
Leader in the first instance.  Should these be escalated, the service manager 
will review the original response in an effort to resolve the matter.     

3.7 It should be noted that during the national emergency arising from the 
pandemic, the Neighbourhood Officers in the Estates team have had to manage 
a number of conflicting priorities which have impacted their ability to undertake 
more routine work.  In order to help them to manage their workloads, they have 
been given a direct management instruction.  In line with this, they will give 
priority to any work which involves safeguarding issues, health and safety or 
serious anti-social behaviour.  Consequently, it is important that all stakeholders 
are given a clear indication about how long it might reasonably take for an 
Officer to review an application for a change and to provide information on the 
outcome of their deliberations.  Officers will need to manage expectations and 
will therefore provide clear information about timescales on the basis that 
compliance with the consumer standards imposed by the regulator must take 
precedence over non-statutory work such as this. 

3.8 If agreed, the procedure will be used by Neighbourhood Officers to inform 
decisions over the next 12 months with a review after that time to take account 
of any difficulties experienced in operating it and/ or any resourcing implications 
or other issues which may occur during the initial period of operation. 

3.9 The Neighbourhood Officers will monitor any new arrangements agreed and 
implemented by undertaking a visual inspection once every calendar month.  
These visits will be fitted into their schedules as part of their routine estate 
inspections.  However, more frequent visits may take place should there be any 
complaints or other issues raised by local people or their Ward Members.  
Officers will be expected to undertake a visual inspection in order to gain an 
understanding of the issues being reported to them. 

3.10 Complaints relating to health and safety, on-going maintenance, tidiness or any 
other issues will be managed through the Council’s complaints procedure. 

4.0 Initiatives to Increase Biodiversity 

4.1 The task and finish Group is also recommending the PDG to approve an 
increased budget relating to environmental improvements for 2021/22 together 
with a review of the procedures associated with this.  It is proposed that the 
budget is increased from £6,000 during 2020/21 to £10,000 for 2021/22 and 
that the monies available are used to support green initiatives such as: 

 Putting up nest boxes for native bird species
 Installing hedgehog houses
 Making insect homes 
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 Supporting local residents to purchase wildflower seeds and/or other 
equipment if a proposal for them to take over management of a grassed 
area or verge is agreed.

 
5.0 Recommendation 

5.1 The Policy Development Group is asked to recommend to the Cabinet that the 
following are agreed: 

a) The procedure shown at Appendix A which was designed to ensure that the 
conflicting needs of stakeholders are taken into account when residents make 
requests regarding different maintenance arrangements/agreements relating to 
the upkeep of grass verges and other grassed areas on the housing estate.  

b) An increase in the Environmental Improvement Budget to £10,000 and a review 
of the procedures relating to it to ensure that it can be better used to support 
initiatives designed to encourage greater biodiversity.

Contact for more Information: Mrs Claire Fry, Housing Services Operations 
Manager Tel: 01884 255255 via call back; cfry@middevon.gov.uk or Simon 
Newcombe, Corporate Manager for Public Health, Regulation and Housing 
snewcombe@middevon.gov.uk 

Circulation of the Report: 

Cllr Bob Evans, Cabinet Member for Housing, seen and approved
Cabinet
Leadership Team seen and approved
Corporate Management Team 
Legal Services

List of Background Papers: 

Housing Service Neighbourhood Management Policy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-
social-housing-white-paper/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-social-housing-
white-paper

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, The Charter for Social 
Housing Residents, 17 November 2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-
social-housing-white-paper/the-charter-for-social-housing-residents-social-housing-
white-paper
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Request recieved

Is the Officer
familiar with
the location?

Inspect the siteNo

Does the request
Conform to requirements:

health and safety,
biodiversity etc?

Yes

Officers undertake consultation with 
area’s residents, Ward Member and 

Parish Council

Is the consultation
successful?

Yes

No

Does request
require funding?

Neighbourhood Officer liaises 
with Operations Manager and 

StreetScene on viability

Neighbourhood Officer liaises with 
StreetScene and Residents to investigate 

about possible funding

Yes

No

Can Funding be Obtained?

No

Yes

Do residents specify
whom they want to

undertake work?

None specified

Yes

Neighbourhood Officer liaises 
with StreetScene, Contractors or 

Residents to ensure they can 
undertake the work

Yes

Can the proposals
for work in the request

be carried out?

No

No

Neighbourhood Officer authorises 
work to be undertaken

Process Map for Grasscutting

Yes

Yes
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HOMES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP    
19 JANUARY 2021

HOUSING STRATEGY UPDATE
 
Cabinet Member(s): Councillor Bob Evans 
Responsible Officer: Simon Newcombe, Corporate Manager for Public Health, 

Regulation and Housing

Reason for Report and Recommendation: To provide an update to Members of the 
Policy Development Group on the development of a revised corporate Housing 
Strategy.

The reason for the recommendation is to ensure members are informed on the 
emerging scope of the strategy and its relationship with other strategies, policies and 
corporate plan priorities of the Council. Also, that members agree with the member 
representation on the proposed strategy project board.

Recommendation: Members note the update and agree the proposals for 
membership of the strategy project board

Financial Implications: None directly arising from this report.

Budget and Policy Framework: There are no direct budget implications of this report.

This report sets out the preliminary work that has been completed in the development 
of an updated Housing Strategy. This strategy will set out those opportunities and 
challenges in respect of several key delivery functions; housing delivery, enabling and 
renewal/standards alongside housing needs and homelessness. As such this will link 
with a much wider policy framework, adopted or in development.

The current strategy was adopted in 2015 and ran for the period 2015-20. It is therefore 
due for review and updating to reflect the current priorities, needs and aspirations of 
our community in respect of having access to affordable, safe and healthy housing.

Legal Implications: The strategy has no formal basis and is no legal requirement for 
have one. Nonetheless, it will provide links to a number of formal requirements on the 
Council, for example in acting as the Housing Authority and social housing provider 
and the Local Planning Authority.

Risk Assessment: The new strategy should provide a framework for the delivery of 
those key functions and priorities outlined above. In doing so, it will help in the 
development of a coherent and consistent approach to housing across the district.

Equality Impact Assessment: Not applicable.

Relationship to Corporate Plan: Our Corporate Plan for 2020-2024 has four key 
priority areas one of which is Homes. Within each priority strand the Council has 
committed to ensuring we are working towards sustainable and prosperous 
communities. This includes a recognition that our villages and towns need affordable 
housing for local people. There are number of specific actions that underpin this 
commitment includes targets for the delivery of affordable housing, working with 
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community land trusts and private sector landlords and working to improve the supply 
of quality housing.

Impact on Climate Change: Decisions relating to the management and maintenance 
of the homes belonging to the Council and influence the carbon performance of market 
or community led housing will enable officers and Members of the Council to influence 
the direction of travel against appropriate targets. We can use new development as 
opportunities to help communities to become increasingly sustainable and self-
sustaining at neighbourhood level.

1.0 Introduction and context

1.1 Homes are a basic necessity and a fundamental requirement for everybody. 
Local authorities have a broad role to play in supporting and regulating the 
housing sector, and in facilitating the delivery of new housing. 

1.2 All agencies, including the NHS and social care are impacted by housing - in  
relation to its availability, quality and suitability where poor housing leads to 
significant health inequalities.  In short, good quality housing is the foundation 
of upon which people can build happy and successful lives. The economy also 
relies on a sufficient supply of housing in order to attract and retain a skilled 
workforce.

1.3 Tackling our housing needs and requirements are not something that one 
service or organisation can achieve on its own. Local authorities, registered 
social landlords, developers, the NHS, social care and the voluntary/ 
community sectors all have important roles to play. 

1.4 With budgets are under pressure, and economic reality of the Covid-19 
pandemic just starting to be realised there is an increasing demand for our 
services and safe, affordable accommodation. Having a clear, coherent 
strategy in place that sets out our leadership and direction is more important 
than ever where effective internal and external partnerships are in place.

1.5 This report sets out the preliminary work that has been completed in the 
development of an updated Housing Strategy. This strategy will set out those 
opportunities and challenges in respect of several key delivery functions; 
housing delivery, enabling and renewal/standards alongside housing needs 
and homelessness. 

1.6 In addition to the helping to shape the delivery of our Corporate Plan 
priorities around Homes, the strategy will link with and/or be influenced by a 
much wider strategy and plan framework, either adopted or in development. 
Examples of this are given below (not an exhaustive list):

 Mid Devon Local Plan 2013-33 and Strategic Market Housing 
Assessment

 Meeting Housing Needs Supplementary Planning Document
 Housing Assistance Policy 2019-22
 Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Asset Management Strategy
 Homeless Prevention and Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020-25
 Community-Led Housing Policy
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1.6 In addition to those internal strategies and plans set out above, the Housing 

Strategy should be consistent with key external strategies at a Devon or 
regional level. An example of this is the Healthy Lives, Vibrant Communities 
and Housing Choices 2020-2025’ strategy. This is a joint Devon County 
Council and NHS Devon Clinical Commissioning Group housing and 
accommodation strategy recently published by Devon County Council. The 
strategy recognises the importance of housing and accommodation in 
promoting the independence of people with social care needs and sets out how 
the authority will work in partnership with District Councils, providers and 
relevant partner agencies to increase the range of housing and 
accommodation.

1.7 Within the context above, a Housing Strategy contributes to more than just 
housing. It should also incorporate aims to:

 Promote a better quality of life for the residents of Mid Devon through 
activities that improve health, resilience and well-being

 Ensure development meets future needs, with associated investment in 
infrastructure and sustainability. 

2 Strategy overview

2.1 Between September – November 2020, a project group of officers from across 
Leadership Team, Housing and Building Services, Public Health and Forward 
Planning met to review and develop a strategic overview for an updated 
Housing Strategy 2021-25. It also met with senior commissioning officers at 
Devon County Council to understand synergy with the DCC/NHS Housing and 
Accommodation Strategy and Better Care Fund principles. This overview is 
provided in Annex 1. 

2.2 This strategic overview sets out a broad and positive context for taking forward 
our aspirations. At the same time, we have to be realistic about the challenges 
that we face and prioritise the limited resources that we have. We must also 
make sure we have a sustainable 30-year projection for our existing Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA) and current housing stock, taking into account major 
Council schemes already being commissioned (e.g. Post Hill Tiverton).

2.3 The above and other factors, such as the growing and ageing population, are 
likely to increase the demand for services while simultaneously reducing 
resources. Nevertheless, the challenge - and our intention - remains to 
maximise the supply and quality of suitable homes across tenures, while 
supporting broader goals around health and wellbeing, and tackling climate 
change.

3 Next Steps

3.1 In January 2021, the officer project group will meet to review feedback from this 
PDG and develop a framework and project plan for the delivery of the Strategy. 

3.2 Given the scope of the Strategy, then it’s proposed that specific 
components and goals within the document will be led by specific lead officers 
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for the relevant area. Overall, the project will work under the following project 
management structure:

Project Board

Project Team

Project Assurance

Project Support

Project Manager

3.3 Within the above standard project structure the following roles are proposed:

 Project Board
o Executive – Director (Jill May) and Head of Planning, Economy 

and Regeneration (Jenny Clifford)
o Senior User – Cabinet Member for Housing and Property 

Services (Cllr Bob Evans)
 Project Manager – Corporate Manager for Public Health, Regulation and 

Housing (Simon Newcombe)
 Project Team - specific lead officers from Housing/Building Services, 

Asset Management, Forward Planning and Private Sector Housing
 Project Support – officers from the above teams to provide specific 

support and input on an ad-hoc basis as required
 Project Assurance – wider Corporate Management Team

3.4 It is proposed to have a draft Housing Strategy for in place for wider internal 
and external consultation in July 2021.

4 Recommendation 

4.1 That Members note the update and agree the proposals for membership of the 
strategy project board

 

Contact for more Information: Simon Newcombe, Corporate Manager for Public 
Health, Regulation and Housing snewcombe@middevon.gov.uk 
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Circulation of the Report: 

Members of the Housing PDG
Cllr Bob Evans, Cabinet Member for Housing and Property Services
Leadership Team 
Corporate Management Team and other Service Managers
Legal Services

List of Background Papers: 

Current MDDC Housing Strategy
https://www.middevon.gov.uk/residents/housing/housing-strategy/ 

Devon County Council/NHS Housing and Accommodation Strategy
https://www.devon.gov.uk/providerengagementnetwork/devon-housing-and-accommodation-
strategy/ 
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Annex 1 – Proposed strategic overview, Housing Strategy 2021-25

Strategic overview

Key delivery functions:
 Housing enabling
 Housing delivery – Local Plan (market/affordable) and HRA (council new build and 

social rent)
 Housing needs and homelessness 
 Private sector housing (renewal, assistance and housing standards)

Set out Opportunities and Challenges and wider policy/strategy framework, adopted or in 
development

Funding – Council, mixed, market and self-build

Align to Corporate Plan and relevant policy framework but have specific goals:

Overall GOALs:

HOUSING – increase delivery of quality designed, well-built affordable homes
- Place shaping to enable affordable and social housing delivery
- Building design standards and SPD
- Meeting housing needs of rural communities  
- Preventing homelessness
- Gypsy and traveller provision

OPTIMISE – social wellbeing, climate change/fuel poverty and economic recovery
- Building sustainable, adaptable and energy efficient properties (needs of disabled, 

climate change and fuel poverty)
- Recognise links between improving public health/addressing health inequalities and 

housing standards
- Meeting housing needs of older people (ageing well strategy) and younger people
- Links with Economic Strategy

MAKE – the most of our existing homes – all stock, tenures, private and social
- Housing renewal and Housing Assistance Policy
- Private Sector Housing functions and working with landlords
- Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs)
- Empty Homes Plan
- Cullompton Heritage Action Zone (HAZ)
- Retro-fit measures and improvements
- Buy-back of previous RTBs

ENGAGE – with relevant agencies, tenants/owners, private sector landlords, organisations 
and delivery partners

- One Mid Devon Housing (combined HRA) 
- Working with Housing Associations and Social Landlords. Working with Private 

Sector Landlords
- 3 Rivers 
- Partnerships with other LAs and 
- Homes England
- Community-led housing
- Public-Private sector partnerships
- Advocate for multi-agency working and partnerships (vulnerable persons, domestic 

and sexual violence, Adverse Childhood Experiences, Devon Home Choice and 
links into Community Safety Partnership)
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HOMES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP   
19 JANUARY 2021

HOUSING HOMELESS PEOPLE DURING THE PANDEMIC 

Cabinet Member(s): Councillor Bob Evans
Responsible Officer: Mrs Claire Fry, Housing Services Operations Manager

Reason for Report & Recommendation: Members of the Homes Policy 
Development Group asked for more information about how the Housing Options Team 
had been working to resolve homelessness during the pandemic.  

Recommendation: That members of the PDG note the report.

Financial Implications: The prevention and management of homelessness is 
accounted for within the general fund and there are budgets set aside to support this 
work.  The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) has 
provided additional funding to the Council in relation to this in recent years but this 
funding is not guaranteed going forward.  The Council has recently been involved in 
successful bids for monies from Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government associated with initiatives to reduce rough sleeping. 

Budget and Policy Framework: The housing functions relating to the prevention and 
management of homelessness are statutory obligations.  The Housing Act 1996, as 
amended by other legislation including the Homelessness Act 2002 and the 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017, applies.  The Council has a Homelessness 
Prevention and Rough Sleeping strategy which covers the period from 2020 to 2025. 

Legal Implications: Failure to meet statutory obligations relating to the prevention 
and management of homelessness could result in judicial review which could prove 
costly.  Such an outcome also has the potential to impact the reputation of the Council 
in a negative way.

Risk Assessment: Failure to meet statutory obligations relating to the prevention and 
management of homelessness could result in judicial review which could prove costly.  
Such an outcome also has the potential to impact the reputation of the Council in a 
negative way. 

Equality Impact Assessment: As stated, the Council has a number of statutory 
obligations arising from the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 and therefore all those 
presenting as homeless to the Council must be assessed regardless of the section of 
society from which they come to see whether or not the duties apply.  Failure to treat 
homelessness clients fairly could result in judicial review.  The Council requests 
diversity information from clients but this is not always forthcoming 

Relationship to Corporate Plan: Work to prevent homelessness is a priority for the 
Council 

Impact on Climate Change: Officers sometimes have to respond to emergencies 
associated with the prevention and management of homelessness.  In such cases, 
safeguarding concerns will take priority in order to minimise risk and it is accepted that 
the ability to manage such issues effectively may have an environmental impact which 
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would not occur if work can be planned in advance and managed in a more co-
ordinated way.

1.0 Introduction/Background

1.1 Since the end of March, when the Government introduced restrictions on movement 
in response to the national emergency caused by the pandemic, members of our 
Housing Options Team, which is responsible for the prevention and management of 
homelessness, have been working predominantly from home.  However, a small 
number of Officers are available at Phoenix House each working day to assist anyone 
who may arrive to seek assistance.

1.2 The team uses an electronic system which is cloud-based to record information about 
homeless clients and to assist with case management.  This meant that the team could 
be quite agile with regard to the switch to home working and that there was minimal 
disruption to the service.

1.3 The work of the team is aligned with the objectives of the Council’s Homelessness 
Prevention and Rough Sleeping strategy which are: 

 Minimising rough sleeping 
 Maximising prevention activities & outcomes 
 Increasing accommodation options 
 Improving health & wellbeing by supporting those with complex needs

1.4 Due to the COVID19 pandemic, the number of homeless applicants approaching the 
service for homelessness assistance has dropped.  This is due to landlords not being 
able to serve Notices to Quit.  At the end of March 2020, the law changed to protect 
households being evicted during the pandemic. This allowed local authorties to focus 
on work with rough sleepers, with everyone being brought in, in accordance with the 
”Everyone in” campaign.  The chart below demonstrates this drop in the number of 
those approaching for assistance:  
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1.5 During the first period of lock down, Officers undertook housing assessments by 
telephone.  Since then, Officers meet with some clients face to face but still utilise other 
methods of communication in an effort to reduce the risk.

2.0 Statutory Obligations 

2.1 The Council is duty bound to make investigations if someone who may be at risk of 
becoming homeless approaches for assistance.  This is a requirement of the 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017.  If it is established that there is a threat of someone 
becoming homeless, then the Council has a statutory obligation to work with that 
person for 56 days in order to prevent that homelessness.  This may include helping 
them to find alternative accommodation.

2.2 After the expiry of the 56 days, and if the household becomes homeless, the Council 
is obliged to work to relieve the homelessness for a further 56 days.  The aim of the 
legislation is to ensure that more prevention work is undertaken.  Consequently, there 
is a duty on local authorities to work with clients to develop personal housing plans.  
These plans set out what both parties need to do to ensure that the client moves on to 
settled accommodation.  These plans may include reference to the liaison required 
between the Council and the existing landlord, for example.  However, they may also 
include actions for the client such as the need to contact local lettings agencies in order 
to find suitable alternative accommodation in the private sector.  The Council may end 
the duty to the client if they fail to do what is required of them in line with the personal 
housing plan.

2.3 The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 also introduced a “duty to refer” which means 
that certain external agencies must refer people or households which they believe to 
be at risk of homelessness.  In accordance with this, registered providers of social 
housing will refer cases where possession action is pending or where there is an 
eviction date in the diary to enable the Housing Options team to work to prevent that 
homelessness.      

3.0 Temporary Accommodation Options 

3.1 The Council has a number of units of accommodation in the retained stock which have 
been set aside for use as temporary accommodation.  There is a service level 
agreement between the general fund and the housing revenue account which means 
that the general fund reimburses the rent and other relevant costs to the housing 
revenue account.

3.2 Homeless applicants who are symptomatic/test positive for Covid19 and/or are 
recovering from Covid19 (Covid-Care) have been accommodated within the Council’s 
own stock until move on options have been established.

3.3 The management of this accommodation can be quite problematic given the client 
group.  Clients are licensees, rather than tenants, and therefore can be evicted with 
minimal notice should they behave in such a way as to cause nuisance and annoyance 
to other local residents.  

3.4 The table below shows which of the Council’s own properties have been used to 
accommodate homeless people during the pandemic: 
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Homeles
s Property Type/Size Tiverton

Cullompto
n Crediton

Halberto
n

Bradninc
h

 3 Bedroom House 2 1 1   
 2 Bedroom Bungalow 2     
 1 Bedroom Bungalow 2     
 1 Bedroom Flat 4 8 1   
 2 Bedroom Flat 1     
 Bedsit 4     

 Shared House (Own 
room) 2   6  

Housing First.
 1 Bedroom Bungalow 2     
Refugee Accommodation
Using private landlords
 3 Bedroom properties  1 1  1

3.5 However, if temporary accommodation within our own stock is unavailable, due to the 
numbers of people already being accommodated, Officers are obliged to book clients 
into bed and breakfast accommodation. Notwithstanding the cost, using this type of 
accommodation is very much a last resort.

3.6 At the start of the pandemic, the “Everyone In” initiative meant that local authorities 
had to accommodate all rough sleepers and those at risk of becoming rough sleepers.  
This policy was introduced at the same time as providers of hotel accommodation were 
ordered to close down.  It subsequently became clear that those establishments which 
were supporting local authorities in their role as strategic housing authorities could 
open to accommodate homeless clients.  

3.7 The Council devoted resources at the beginning of the first lock down to sourcing 
accommodation which could be used to accommodate those in urgent housing need.  
Eventually, various providers agreed to work with the Housing Options team but this 
meant that some homeless people had to be accommodated out of area due to a lack 
of suitable available accommodation in Mid Devon.  This increased expenditure 
because if someone is being accommodated out of the area, the Council must meet 
their travelling costs.  However, there are wider implications with placing homeless 
clients elsewhere, in particular, it can distance them from their families, friends and 
support providers.

3.8 The tables below show who was accommodated in line with the aims of the “Everyone 
In” strategy:  

  
Female Male

Accommodated 
Under COVID19 
"EVERYONE IN"

8 21

END OF PLACEMENT REASON Female Male
Abandoned Placement 2 7
Evicted/Breached Rules 1 4
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Into Private Rented 
Accommodation 1 1
Into Social Housing 3 5
Returned Home  2
Refused Offer 1 2

APPLICANTS WITH 
COMPLEX ISSUES Female Male

Mental Health 2 9
Prison Leaver 1 4
Domestic Abuse 2 2
Drug Use 3 10
Alcohol Use 2 8

3.9 In recent months, many local authorities across the country have retreated from this 
policy and now assess applicants under medical needs on the basis of whether or not 
they are symptomatic/test positive for Covid19.  If someone is deemed to be vulnerable 
as a result of COVID19, then they are deemed to have priority need and therefore 
Officers will provide accommodation for the applicant. 

4.0 Prevention Options 

4.1 When someone applies for assistance because they are about to become, or are, 
homeless, the priority for Officers in the Housing Options team is to work to assist the 
household concerned to remain in their existing home.  This may involve negotiating 
with the landlord and offering mediation, or repayment plans, if they are in rent arrears.  
In addition, Officers will offer the applicant access to the deposit and advance rent 
scheme (DARS), if necessary, because this has the potential to enable them to secure 
alternative accommodation. 

4.2 Our landlord service has made a 6-bedroom property available for use as 
accommodation for homeless clients which is used as a shared house to support the 
work associated with the prevention and management of homelessness.  Support at 
this scheme is provided to those with low- to medium-risk needs who are experiencing 
homelessness.  

4.3 In order to mitigate the risk of Covid-infection, the number of occupants at this scheme 
has been limited and our cleaning contractor visits on a regular basis to clean the 
kitchen and other communal areas.  Each bedroom currently in use has a dedicated 
bathroom, most of these are en-suite.  We provide cleaning materials to residents and 
advice on how to minimise their risk of infection.  The support provider is contracted to 
provide 20 hours of support to clients in total on a weekly basis and has a permanent 
base at the scheme which enables them to reinforce messages relating to the need to 
maintain social distancing, wash hands etc.
 

5.0 Partnership Working 

5.1 The Council works in partnership with other housing authorities in Devon in order to 
prevent homelessness and to reduce the number of rough sleepers.
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5.2 The Devon and Cornwall Housing Options Partnership involves all authorities in 
Devon and Cornwall and delivers a consistent approach to the prevention and 
management of homelessness across the peninsula, and this also includes the 
Devon and Cornwall Rough Sleepers Partnership.  The Partnership has agreed joint 
protocols and policies and also arranges training to ensure that Officers have the 
appropriate skills, knowledge and understanding to enable them to work effectively.

5.3 In addition, the Council is currently working in partnership with East Devon District 
Council and jointly obtained grant funding under the Rough Sleeping Initiative which 
falls within the remit of the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG).  This funding supports various projects within our District but is time-
limited.  It is unlikely that this will be carried forward after the end of 2020/21.  
However, Officers are working on a strategy to enable the work to continue. 

5.4 Using the funding, Navigators have been recruited who provide assertive outreach.  
This involves intercepting and engaging with those who are sleeping rough in order to 
direct them into services away from the street.

5.5 Three units have been established for use by those engaging with the Housing First 
initiative.  As part of this service, enhanced floating support is provided which is 
designed to assist those with complex needs who require intensive on-going support.  
The aim is to support those in the homes provided by the project to address multiple 
need such as mental ill health or substance and alcohol misuse.

5.6 The Housing Service has recently appointed a Private Sector Accommodation Officer 
on a temporary basis using the funding from MHCLG.  Their role is to work with 
landlords in the private sector to increase the flow of temporary accommodation, 
establishing stronger links with agents and landlords across the District. They work 
directly with landlords offering incentives for clients seeking accommodation in the 
private sector, using the Council deposits/ bonds/ advance rent options, and, access 
to an Officer for advice and support, should the tenancy fail. This Officer supports 
tenancy sustainment, and provides help and advice for rough sleepers throughout their 
initial tenancies.

5.7 The funding is also used to help rough sleepers to secure housing; and for the 
prevention of homelessness for those at risk of returning back to the streets.  In 
addition, it is used to provide access to training for frontline Officers enabling them to 
develop greater awareness and understanding with regard to rough sleepers with 
complex needs.

5.8 It should be noted that these interventions have led to a situation where the incidence 
of rough sleeping in Mid Devon is very low with only two being reported following the 
Official Count which took place in November. 
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5.9 Officers also liaise with other agencies including the Department of Work and Pensions 
(DWP), which administers the Universal Credit scheme.  Other advice agencies which 
support the work undertaken by the Housing Options team include Citizens Advice and 
Age UK.  For example, the Court desk provided by Citizen’s Advice at Exeter County 
Court is supported by a small grant from the Council.  Although possession action and 
evictions were paused during the pandemic, this is a valuable resource which supports 
people across all tenures who may be at risk of losing their homes. 

5.10 StreetLink is a non-profit organisation managed and delivered by Homeless Link in 
partnership with St Mungo’s.  It is principally funded by MHCLG with additional funding 
from other Government agencies.  StreetLink operates a service which enables 
members of the public to report any rough sleepers.  StreetLink alerts the Council to 
any incidences of rough sleeping and these are all investigated by our own staff.

5.11 The Council funds Wiser£money, which provides local welfare assistance to those 
residents in the District who are experiencing exceptional financial difficulty.  Navigate 
Community Interest Organisation provides this service which is free, confidential and 
tailored to meet individual needs. There is provision for money and debt advice, help 
with income maximisation and signposting and referral to other support agencies, as 
required.   The Council has a contract with Navigate which will come to an end in April 
2021.  

5.12 The Churches Housing Action Team (CHAT) is an important partner based in Tiverton.  
Advisors at CHAT liaise with the Housing Options team regarding clients they are 
supporting.  CHAT runs the foodbank in Tiverton and supports the Wiser£money 
scheme to provide emergency food packs to rough sleepers and others in urgent need.  
In Mid Devon, CHAT also assist rough sleepers with seeking accommodation and 
helping them to secure homes in the private sector. 

5.13 Since the pandemic started, both CHAT and Navigate have been involved in supporting 
work associated with the delivery of the objectives of the Council’s Covid19 Financial 
Hardship Fund.  

6.0 The Severe Weather Emergency Protocol (SWEP) 

6.1 The Council works in partnership with all the other authorities in Devon and Cornwall 
to agree a Severe Weather Emergency Protocol which has two aims.  First, it is 
designed to ensure that no one dies on the streets due to extreme cold or severe 
weather.  It should also ensure that every effort is made to engage with rough sleepers 
and to encourage them to work with support services during the winter months from 1 
November to 31 March.  Extreme cold is defined as when the Met Office has forecast 
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that the temperature will be at zero or below for three consecutive nights.  Severe 
weather is defined as when the Met Office issues a red warning for the local area in 
relation to rain, snow or wind.  Local authorities may activate the protocol when there 
are amber warnings and the Council usually does in these circumstances.

6.2 The Council is therefore committed to providing shelter to rough sleepers during the 
winter months.  Previously, accommodation was made available which involved rough 
sleepers assessed as having low-risk needs sharing a small flat where they could bed 
down for the night.  Given the need to ensure that any accommodation provided is 
Covid-secure, this year, qualifying applicants are being accommodated in bed and 
breakfast accommodation in order to minimise the risk. 

6.3 The protocol operates outside of the usual eligibility and entitlement frameworks which 
govern access to housing.  In line with the provisions of it, we are obliged to identify 
and to target those who are rough sleeping.

6.4 If a rough sleeper cannot be persuaded to access accommodation, the Housing 
Options team must provide them with information about the health risks associated 
with sleeping out during severe weather.  Officers must also monitor their wellbeing 
and continue to offer support, provisions and information on services available to assist 
them.  We are also obliged to give consideration to their mental capacity working in 
partnership with the Police and other services.

7.0 Social Housing 

7.1 Social housing is limited in Mid Devon.  The Council has approximately 3000 units of 
accommodation and other RPs have approximately 1500. During 2019/20, 248 
general needs homes were let in Mid Devon and a further 33 accessible homes, which 
are those available to those people with vulnerabilities by virtue of age or other special 
need. 

7.2 Recommendation 

7.3 Members of the Homes Policy Development Group asked for more information about 
how the Housing Options Team had been working to resolve homelessness during 
the pandemic.  This report is for noting.

Contact for more Information: Mrs Claire Fry, Housing Services Operations 
Manager, via call back on 01884 255255, cfry@middevon.gov.uk 

Circulation of the Report: 

Members of the Housing PDG
Cllr Bob Evans, Cabinet Member for Housing and Property Services
Leadership Team 
Corporate Management Team and other Service Managers
Legal Services

List of Background Papers: 

MDDC Homelessness Prevention and Rough Sleeper Strategy 2020-25
https://www.middevon.gov.uk/residents/housing/housing-strategy/
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